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When the ‘Way’ Seems
To Be ‘TOO MUCH’!
5/27/05—#1 (18-284)
FRI., May 27, 2005 6:45 A.M. YR 18, DAY 284
Manila, Philippines
RE: WHEN THE “WAY” IS “TOO MUCH”!—
GCH/d
* * *
STOP “MISUNDERSTANDING” MY POSITION
And STOP allowing anything and everything to
encroach on our appointed tasks and MISSION. We
need a reminder and oftentimes a reminder is accepted
as some kind of affront, which is neither present nor
appropriate.
Dharma, you are totally saturated in the very
realization of the myriad topics and tasks that get
assigned to your space and that is to the extent of
actually being incapable of serving your own.
Each individual participating in this work has a
selected “focus” and yet each individual finds it
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necessary to bring all information and all “final”
decision-making queries to this “desk” where the
“feeling” of responsibility rests until responses are
forthcoming.
It goes far beyond just a visit in progress and more
than that it becomes an ongoing debate of “right way”
to handle everything from “my stomach hurts” to
“how do we save the nation?” regardless of exactly
“which” nation.
Dharma and I have been seriously asked how to
save Papua New Guinea and keep the tribal people
from eating their dead and furthering “mad cow”
disease? Then, we respond with INFORMATION
and it only starts the barrage of “But, how do I get my
commission and will you give me an exclusive
authority?”
Question: Were YOU “us” how would YOU
proceed—being one elderly person in the midst of
some 7-plus billion other individuals?
As we publish material and now, projects
(AGAIN), we are getting buried, again, in unlimited
opportunities to save, salvage
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and build all sorts of “old” recovery products and
projects without any input of assistance to our cause,
whatsoever. It can’t work that way for we must
selectively make THIS project work before even
considering, again, the pick-up and blunder tinkerings
of that which came before.
Moreover, it is with great interest that I see the
major return of the Phoenix potentials in the very U.S.
where WE ARE FORBIDDEN THROUGH
AGREEMENTS from building any enterprises or using
this asset we hold.
We have put 50% of the asset into holding, legally
and lawfully registered and INCORPORATED to be
used on the American continents and more specifically
in the U.S.A. where the original authenticity of such
assets WERE ESTABLISHED IN THE FIRST
PLACE BY NO LESS THAN THE HIGHEST
OFFICERS OF THE LAND AND GOVERNMENT.
This is enough reference to that circumstance for it
will only push VK Durham’s “on and scatter-shoot”
buttons.
As with any “ball-game” in play we find a few
(Continued on page 2)
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dedicated players but mostly in every aspect of the
game itself we are fortunate to simply get couchturnips who really would like to be sure we fail in
some measure.
There has apparently always been a
misunderstanding of the value of CONTACT, the
paper. It is the communication conduit for interested
parties and to help in opening the eyes and ears of a
“few more” people who really would like to KNOW
and hopefully help.
We now find a return of the flock hoping to seize
their own moment in the “catch-nets” of our fishing
trawlers. And to those Dharma bends like the reeds
in a wind—wishing to never allow it to even appear
that there is disinterest or limitation—for after all, “God
has no limitations.” Well, people do, and verily should
recognize it before they become burned out or blow
fuses. You have become an “in-the-moment”
society—globally.
You do NOT recognize truth and/or circumstances
and your limitations are guided by that which is under
your nose at any given moment of experience—and
much of that ends up under Dharma’s nose “to
forward to me”.
We have written for two decades and what is
being offered in the seeping news is only that which
we have offered for those two decades—but it
constantly must be somehow rehashed, retrashed and
with constant demand for debate and ARGUMENT.
We find that even with Dr. Coleman’s repeated
material we are buried in inability to even get to the
writings and therefore I am asking a different route to
getting some of the information republished as we
offer resource information for further indulgences of
your particular interests.
I will give you nothing more than published material
other than our own focus and yes, systems of
“knowing”. We have no right nor wish to do
otherwise in any way, shape or form. We want to do
our BUSINESS responsibly and MAKE IT WORK.
We are reminded, at this time of potential
capabilities, of the opening barrage of anticipated
projects and dancing awake dreams. We were buried
in petitions to “be in the movies”, especially when
Robert Redford was the lead actor. Nobody offered
any help but surely wanted a piece of the pie and all
others be damned. Well, time has shown that people
will actually damn themselves without any notion of
retribution or desire for vengeance on the part of God
or “our team”. WRONG concepts and actions merit
return of same and it does NOT require other than
making sure YOU, if involved, disallow warping or lack
of confrontation—FOR THE RECORD. RECORDS
STILL ARE THE MANDATORY BACKUP FOR
ALL CONFRONTATIONS.
For every authentic document there are usually
dozens of totally fraudulent papers. Yes indeed, even
in the COURTS. Moreover, if the program or
potential is great then the pile-on of fraud and deceit
is even deeper than usual while whole court buildings
are burned to the ground to bury the ashes of original
cases.
The U.S. government does it so why would we be
confused or given affront to find it happens in the
primitive tribal societies? Usually the incidents become
remarkably evident when you also then find
GOVERNMENT POSITION PAPERS buried
somewhere in the “secret” archives replacing
everything protective and “grabbed-at” by and for the
Elite perpe-“traitors”.
I am actually asked to give comment and insight
into such as Michael Jackson’s “real” problems. No,
I would give that to ONE person: Michael Jackson!
It is of no business to any other individual as to what
I see or think. Moreover, if I disagree with YOU, as

fully evidenced by Terri Schindler-Schiavo’s feeding
tube murder it becomes a total distraction from our
appointed work and Satan, our brother, grins all the
way to the distracting keyboard about “human rights”.
Human right to life is exactly that: right to LIFE.
Death caused by “another” is murder and death by self
is suicide, so, what’s to actually question other
“outsiders”?
I will, however, address those points in “living” that
transform or transcend SOUL for therein is my
prerogative of offering TRUTH and “consequences”.
I am hesitant to offer this observation upcoming
because of your inability to realize positions and TRUE
standings taken.
Many claim to be willing to give up lives and
anything required for “service”. No, you are not either
willing or even serve when the way gets rough and
responsibility of actions become greater than the
games of “being” that you invariably choose.
Moreover, you can always find someone to quote,
even that poor soul hanging from the cross—next
door—while never minding Golgotha in the Land of
Evil.
Sharing is a great joy but solving problems of
another are truly “Dear Abby” in both concept and
consequence. Share all you can and will but the
ultimate solution to your own position in any given
situation is yours. Glean all the data you can to give
WISE input and you will have WISE OUTPUT.
Some will continue to repeat the same problems
that destroyed relationships in prior days—to, it would
assume, solve current problems. No, it will simply
again “destroy” and build additional pains beyond your
position to heal or resolve, next time around.
Of course it is always preferred to have “someone
else” decide and choose “FOR” you so that later you
can share guilt and blame for whatever might have
“come-down” the pike on the way to perdition.
Example: If you have someone steeped in
addictions of one kind or another—it is not going to
clear up nicely because you think it would be a good
idea. These are bombs waiting to go off in your face.
Opportunities are reasonable but when the results are
so disastrous and often experienced, you are sorely illinformed as to the merit or Truth in “giving”. Cover
backsides so that IF slippage happens, and it is proven
over and over again that it does, you are prepared,
secured and can move right ON. Is this hard to face?
Of course, aren’t all of life’s lessons and
accomplishments?
Another thing, Dharma, that you must do is not
dawdle while dwelling on transitions for most are
neither sad nor inappropriate. The next leg of any
journey is often the best and most satisfying for the
traveler—so don’t bog or disappoint the remaining
travelers by becoming stagnated in the possibilities.
When you understand this you can better grieve for the
“self” over the considered “loss” but you better come
to realization and knowing in the reality of spiritual
TRUTH of positive change. You will find that the
considered “enemy” sent to test you sorely will be the
one who gave the very contribution of growth and
ability to “stay-the-course”.
Surely in each case you will find joy and love
within the departing and departed. The problems then
arise with the expectation of the vultures awaiting the
“death” to pick the bones and grab the assets. Use
that which you have been given, do not play to the
grabbers, and do that which is both wise, honorable and
appropriate. God surely does NOT reward the
miscreant for his negative behaviors. Know the
difference in negative and positive function and intent
and you are a long, long way down the road to
TRUTH.
It is worthy of note right here as things appear to
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change and persons claim to have already “changed”
and seek insider consideration as relative to the
prodigal son of ancient mythology. If a man shoots
you why would you stand and bang your chest for
him to shoot you AGAIN?
GOD CARES NOT WHAT A MAN “WAS”;
HE CARES WHAT A MAN “IS”. Ah BUT, GOD
KNOWS; you must use data to discern. The closer
you work with GOD the more impressive will be the
efforts of the adversaries to displace you. It certainly
behooves you to keep all laws and righteousness on
your side and not be misinformed by the mouths
touting their own position and direction while drawing
from YOU AND YOURS. When you become only
a “resource” of the moment, you have erred and to
continue in the error is a greater error (sin).
So be it. However, mostly you will find that a
man REMAINS in his character when he has
opportunity to again serve himself. Get the pressures
“on” and the opportunities “open” for his own greed
and avarice and he will revert to his character in most
instances. It is YOUR responsibility to avoid those
mountains waiting to fall on you. And yes, you CAN
relate every existing experience to all other
experiences. It is when you fail to do this that nations,
peoples and life itself is thwarted and moved more
deeply into “pit” existence.
Those who manipulate through the law are of the
worst negative energy-forms for they WILL usurp
your very being. Do not bend to petitions of “just let
us have another chance” or “we will pay our dues
later” or, or, or. Set the standard and stand firmly
upon it while PROTECTING our position at all times.
Manipulators and miscreants will ALWAYS attempt
to gain control for it is the way of “man”. This is
among the more painful lessons to be learned in any
experience of manifest participation.
One of the more interesting realizations right here,
Dharma, is how really difficult it is to live “tomorrow”
without “assuming” CHANGE in directions. If I have
asked you to remain isolated and limited—it does not
change overnight except to become more intensely
realized as to just how much more convenient it would
be for the “enemy” if you vanished. Meetings are not
important FOR YOU—this keyboard capability IS.
I am using “Dharma” with a capital “D” because
it acts as a receiver identification as in person or
thing. “d”harma would be far more appropriate but
sometimes I have to address, specifically, troubled
individuals. “d”harma is not troubled—Doris often
gets distressed as the load piles on and the
responsibilities SEEM thicker and deeper. “d”harma
(and Dharma) knows the way but confusion as to
recipient of the “burdens” gets somewhat clouded in
daily REALITY.
Can I better example? Yes, let us talk about
ORIGINAL (years ago) instructions while in the
learning processing of our very own directives. I said
that we would always take the major support funds,
be they small or very large, and run them through
GOLD, borrow against that as necessary and protect
within the “systems” our programs, projects and
selves. We would incorporate exactly as under the
protective shelter of best suited conduits for activities,
and we would not ever go the route of public
companies with shares for grab and market exchanges
for fraud and rip-off.
Those things HAVE NOT CHANGED ONE
IOTA. It does not need repeating at every meeting
or grab-position of ANYONE involved or who
becomes involved. Any deviance is by our possible
venture-partners—NOT IN OUR PROGRAM OR
SECURITY.
As to personal matters, each of you have the
same quarter century of just MY INPUT from which
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to draw and as things change you can be “flexible” to
make sure you use what you can for as long as you
can—but ignorance of “change” is unacceptable—for
you must KEEP UP and not depend on “Ekkers”, as
example, to inform you of your rights and
responsibilities. They have a MASSIVE load of their
own to make positive and in addition the very load of
making these programs WORK. They have worked
MANY various “offices” with many hats and
uncomfortable beds and worse equipment. They go on
long tedious and tiring walks to go to get “refills” for
toners and ink, better prices on paper (even a couple
of pesos) and cut all expenses to the barest bones to
get through the responsibilities of these days of no
wine and no roses.
I am reminded of the man with the donkey who
bore his loads of grains to market. One day the man
came to town dragging his load; no donkey. “Ah,
Abe, where’s your beast?” “Oh, that damned ass,”
says Abe, “I was training him not to eat and just when
I got him down to eating nothing, he upped and died
on me!”
Many consider that because Ekkers are in a
foreign country and are not in the gutter on the street,
yet, that is somehow luxury and as VK noted,
“luxurious quarters with hot and cold running
maids…”, or even “in the style…”, while inferring that
somehow funds are withheld from various individuals
of their own choosing for somehow, secret, stylekeeping. So be it. People, the temperature in the
place rarely ever, even with fans, drops below 84
degrees and the wash and all bathing, dishes, etc., are
as if this is a cold-water “flat” of ancient days—as the
electricity rates just again jumped in some places by
400%. Be kind for this is truly not a vacation or romp
through the garden.
We have made some headway in “fear factor”
into the right avenues of concern in that mostly dharma
simply considers “death” an inconvenience while it has
come to represent the inability of anyone to pick up
and finish this job and that is ANYONE. After seven
years the lessons have been pounded through in the
hardest of hammer blows and finally the ones who
would be able to bring change are in the act of
“change-out” and “over” so recreating those avenues
are all but impossible to contemplate while 24-7 on any
focus is impossible for that is what life IS. And yet,
without those distractions it would be far more
comfortable to actually be a robotic machine without
notion of other than service. That is NOT, however,
what HUMAN is all-about. That which is manifest
“human” must be accomplished, lost or discarded IN
THE HUMAN! If you want to have words from
THIS keyboard—they must be formed by human
fingers. This keyboard, like most of yours, works
THAT WAY. In that thought it is easily remembered
that the fingers are attached to arm bones, the elbow
and finally, as the song goes, to the spinal cord which
gives impulses of “ouch” until it becomes immobile at
times. The years pass and the attachments hurt ever
the more frequently while the load doubles and time
flits on by as if in house arrest. Errors are totally
unacceptable here because our output must be
fundamental to ALL OF US in anticipation of
successful outcome—which is the only acceptable
course for us to make effort to attain. Moreover, we
have to cause, even documents, to be redone, reregistered and presented, ultimately, in perfect form
with no hedging or fudging for it shall make the
difference, ultimately as well, in outcome and
clearance through the dastardly courts of injustice.
Meanwhile, it is always that a “few pesos” can fix
things under the table and a bit of “white-out” might
not be noted. No, it will always be noted when you
least expect it!

I would, however, remind those “back at the ranch,
meanwhile”, to delay the final signing of anything until,
preferably, HELL FREEZES. What gain ye by
rushing to now “give away” your very position after
the adversary has stripped all assets and would now
have you simply sign away the rest, the heritage and
the legacy. DON’T DO IT. Why close up the barn
now when the horses, literally, are GONE, along with
the saddles and feed-sacks? This is truly a
circumstance where intelligence will ultimately save
the “most” so after all these years—keep right on at
THEIR GAME, of drag, whittle and waste whatever
is left of “their” “stuff”. You can’t lose any more and
be sure, in such instances, readers, “to get our water
rights” covered and cause those miscreants at play to
BRING BACK THE ORIGINALS. Here may well
be your opportunity to nicely deal with the bankers
over collateral—in using TROs and if necessary,
injunctions to STOP the ongoing auction ready to be
railroaded over the farm issues. Games have been
played and it can’t cost you much to simply hold the
line and WAIT. You may not recognize it but the
problems are not on THE OTHER SIDE of the wash,
so don’t waste the opportunity to play but enjoy
watching the manipulators push and shove on these
wet noodles. Just DO NOT sign those settlement
papers for it then becomes a CONTRACT and you
want no contracts from that bunch of criminals in
most instances and individual circumstances. And,
never lock the gate with no way or recourse to go
back to the other side of that fence. Always leave an
escape hatch.
As for the others involved, be sure that you can
ponder in reality the directions most suitable to time,
space and “what is”. It will make intelligent and wise
choices ever so much the more pleasant to
accomplish.
Note that YOU GAIN NOTHING by being
pushed into signing THEIR documents. And no, don’t
bite of “heirlooms” because you have done nicely for
half a century without any of them which would now
present an actual pain to house or place. Be objective
because tomorrow always brings its own experiences
and if not careful you end up tied to yesterday’s debris
while stuck in the “future” expectations which may just
give total disappointment in the experiencing.
Now, Dharma, if this saves the headache from
worsening, we have done a good service. John Isaiah
can choose as well as you in presenting the paper and
no, there is no way, if you printed every day, to offer
it ALL. We will do the best job possible and cut to
the bone the information pouring in to get the most
out—but limitations are very definitely of the human
circumstance while priorities and choices are presented
at every step of the way. Sometimes just “saying no”,
ESPECIALLY TO YOURSELF, is the best approach
to a given confusing encounter.
GOD MAY WELL BE ALL THINGS TO ALL
PEOPLE—you are NOT.
There is a revolution brewing within the immediate
days so pay attention to that which impacts this place
and our direction and this is what was meant by “let
the dead bury the dead”. It is a parable of sorts to
remind you to mind that which is yours and allow
others to mind that which they can accept. When you
stop tending that which is not yours, others can better
consider their own responsibilities. So be it.
May you walk in wisdom and stop trying to carry
all burdens of every load of every person for in this
definition of “trying is lying” and “trying represents
failure” it is truly worthy of attention. YOU (whoever
you might be) is all inclusive, please. What overload
causes is shut-down of otherwise working systems.
The mind is given to having the brain only address one
topic at any single thought. MIND holds ALL,
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subconscious mind builds functioning conditions and
instructs, the brain is amazing but limited as to mindspirit coordination and bogging brain breaks backs, so
to speak.
You can claim that you are truly “not bothered”
nor do you hold such concepts of too much
acceptance but the body will prove otherwise as the
most simple routine will become almost a suicidal
consideration. And yes indeed, these are lessons for
ALL, not just one or two in any given circumstance
where actually it is potentially disastrous to even act
in haste or within the pressure cooker. Let the
pressure drop through cooling of the moment and then
you blow no seals or covers in the steam build-up.
Yes, I do think we might well use the “corporation
codes” of the Philippines, for it will stop a lot of
dickering as everyone wishes to play to their own
“druthers”. We want to meet every law—not be
“had” by every diddling wisher or, frankly, lawyer.
If we had had more opportunity prior to now, of
using that which we KNOW, we would not find
ourselves in these marvelous “learning experiences”.
No need to, however, REPEAT THE NASTY
CLASSES. In any incorporation experience, where
possible—run right back to, or to, Nevada, U.S.A.! It
is an excellent rule of thumb originated by the most
clever operators on the globe to protect themselves.
Why would you expect God to always come in last
when laws are passed out for ALL THE PEOPLE?
I repeat: “I can work with my enemies, even be they
evil, and use their created ‘stuff’ to protect us—
UNDER THE LAWS.”
This new set of things to study, however, will
offer more distractions and overload will be even more
contemplated as what we do sets the measure of what
is ultimately the game. And yes indeed, I have to pull
from your data banks because human is all that is
acceptable in a court of law before the bench of
injustice. What we “know” must be made credible to
the very ones hiding in greed and corruption. This is
WHY as we go further and deeper into research there
is but shock and awe flowing in great rivers of
disbelief of FACTS AND TRUTH. It has ever been
thus and stop trying to fool yourself for in the “fooling”
you become the FOOL.
We have “come a long way baby” and the very
fact that you are alive and overburdened, proves it.
Moreover, you have to have intelligence in wisdom
enough to appropriately “let go and let God” and that
is somewhat the same general meaning of “let the
dead bury the dead”.
In great abundance of love and caring; I mostly
simply cherish each of you and yes, I know, those
evenings sharing before the fire seem distant—but I
actually have more beautiful fireplaces before which to
share, than do you yet have. Chelas, look at that
which man has positively presented, even across the
rooftops of cities and through the pollution and note
how wondrous it is. Also, appreciate the ones who,
even if in wrong personal intent, have built the “way”
to even get to “here”. You do NOT want to go back
to dark ages—you want to grow and become informed
and enlightened and YES, it CAN be accomplished for
you are on the very threshold of ability to bring about
changes beyond your expectations no matter how
great might be your expectations.
I salute you who have shared and served—and
believed that with GOD all things truly are possible as
you have stayed the course in the face of ceaseless
pounding and doing “without” in the face of abundance
awaiting at the goal-line. That particular “goal-line” is
now within REACH so don’t fumble the ball now,
please.
GCH
dharma
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If Life Is a Bowl of Cherries
—Why All the Pits?
5/20/05—#1 (18-277)
FRI., May 20, 2005 7:33 A.M. YR 18, DAY 277
Manila, Philippines

stupid. It is greatly like the training received from dealing
with VK but on a much lesser level of importance. And
what is given as response? Well, a grin and, “Yes, that’s
the way we do it in the Philippines.” Right: it is Fraud,
RE: POTPOURRI—DJE
Scam, Con and Play-acting and when one thing doesn’t
“sell”, present another larger and more absurd lie.
ITEMS OF SOME INTEREST IN THE DAILY HODGESo, yes, we just go on and get it all cleared and it
PODGE OF THINGS HAPPENING OF PLANNED
becomes an ever-so-much more workable “reality” in
ACTIVITIES AND SIMPLY “LIFE” DOING ITS THING many instances rather than just the one seeming focus of
WITHIN THE LAWS OF “THE PETER’S PRINCIPLE”
any moment.
AND “IF LIFE IS A BOWL OF CHERRIES
Do we keep records and witnesses? Oh yes, indeed.
—WHY ALL THE PITS?”
In fact we keep extremely low profiles and document “upFORWARD MARCH
the-gazoo”, whatever a “gazoo” might be. I would say,
(OR DRAG AS THE CASE MAY WELL BE)
“up-the-wahoosie” except that I learned that was “a fit or
tantrum” of some kind. We don’t have fits or tantrums
Cherry pits are pretty much “ok”, readers, but be very no matter what the gossip might otherwise state.
careful of other “pits” because, as with apricots, you may
TROUBLE TROUBLES
well get laetrile but you also get arsenic—and sometimes
a bit of “old lace” as well.
Herman Tiu Laurel (indeed, John, he has come out of
Moreover, it often would seem that we pick and
choose so carefully that we only step “on the pits” in spite the blue and requested, and received, audience so we
know of what we share) opens his column today with:
of our efforts otherwise.
No, we aren’t standing on any KNOWN landmine “When trouble troubles you” and begins: “Never trouble
“pits” at the moment but we are now trained well enough trouble til trouble troubles you.” This is a part of a long
to never give recognition to “mines” and “pits” other than quote from our own American revolutionary, John Adams,
to USE THEM, hopefully, in wisdom a bit out front of the who gained great fame in U.S. history.
The very perception of “trouble” is a tremendous
“mine-placers”. And remember that in the Tropics the
fruit-pits are from new and unusual fruits unrecognized by variable of interpretation. One man’s “trouble” is another
man’s “problem solution”, much like the perspectives on
the naked eye—which is a bit blurred at best.
“trash” and “treasure”.
Why the “excuses” right up top?
Anyway, we do the “inchworm” transportation travel
Just “in case” the sniffers didn’t get all the mines or
mode through the “troubles” and it appears we clean the
pits.
Example: We have had everything possible registered path behind us even if not “before” us. A snag here and
and approved and into the SEC regarding the Foundation a sprag there certainly keep us “alert” and continually
(T-A FDN) since early April. Finally the certificates were “challenged”. We begin to really question a day without
drawn and printed and needed only the signature of the one or two of both.
While we watch very closely that which takes place
SEC section chief.
Well, his Father died and so we must wait two weeks here and try to relate it to what “might” be taking place
for his return next Monday. Two weeks lost is nothing relative to same, in the U.S., we are often overlooking the
very most important happenings around the globe or fail
in this nation, however.
In the meanwhile the ex-Trustees, who are no longer to have time or space to fully comment. We MUST PAY
affiliated AT ALL with the FDN, are struggling to gain ATTENTION to that which brings good conclusions to
some kind of re-entry. This means they are doing some our mission at hand. Perhaps nobody else in even our
larger “crimes” as well as actually interfering with court readers’ groups need focus on THIS but WE DO and,
dockets while claiming official positions without validation. therefore, we SHALL.
I must ask you to pay attention, therefore, to some
We had the “Intervention” filing actually REMOVED
from the hearing docket. Interesting! Now we get letters real facts that merit attention. One topic circulating now
from these miscreants claiming they remain the official in the Philippines is that George W. Bush is actually
officers and trustees. It would be fun if not so time “destabilizing” GMA.
Well, it doesn’t take George Bush to destabilize GMA
consuming as another “hearing” must be set in the court.
The naughty kids in playing the games of nonsense but certainly there are hopes among the Bushes that the
are even more “nonsensical” in that the “nuts” continue right people get into the harness worn by all puppets.
their meetings at Gilarmi and the staff reports everything Facts are that every day the whole Arroyo regime gets
to the last person attending. We have refused to stand for weaker while the old Erap gets measurably STRONGER.
the “bills” and that got a bit touchy to say the “interesting Therefore, we attend our business at hand and make every
least” about the ongoing “dramas”. The total “silliness” is effort to be ready, willing and able in the event of ANY
almost more than the stomach can take without, at the change-out or over.
least, retching a bit.
LET US TAKE ANOTHER LOOK AT ISRAEL
It is all working ever so much better than our own
“planning” could produce for with every hatching dragon
This is not far-fetched as turmoil continues to boil in
presented they hang themselves foolishly higher above the
“drop door”. Moreover, they are scattering documents of “Mossad” country “down South”. I remind all of you that
their activities all over the place in attempting to, we have we were warned to watch Israel’s Ambassador to the
to suppose, scare us somehow into doing something Philippines and we even ran his picture. He is a FORMER
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HEAD OF ISRAEL’S INTELLIGENCE SERVICE
(MOSSAD) and why would HE be in place in a crumbling
land of chaos and primitive confusion? It is time to keep
BOTH EYES on those bouncing balls.
We have noted that for over a decade of “just us”
writing that it was clear and CLAIMED that the U.S.A.
was the “NEW JEWISH HOMELAND” and it was
published over and over again along with acceptance
“through Congress” of the Noahidic LAWS of religious
doctrine [ED: Public Law 102-14, 1991] (when freedom
of religion is mandated by Constitutional LAW). Ah but,
it is NOT the Torah doctrines implanted everywhere, but
through the Evangelists, Pentecostals, etc., it is the
TALMUDIC system expected to be developed into a One
World Mandated “Religion” so that there is no confusion
between soul and human physical. This is the domain of
adversarial expression and therefore it is HUMAN input that
shall prevail as long as possible. “Goodness” is a “soul
thing”.
I would like to, therefore, emphasize a bit of the last
edition of CONTACT in the “Insights” section and which
was first published in Moscow, Russia:
[QUOTING: “Sharon is a war criminal”:]
“To ours, and others, warnings they do not heed,
and even mock. But to mocking perhaps these
Westerners should pay more attention to the words of
THEIR TRUE MASTER, THE WAR CRIMINAL
SHARON:
“Don’t worry about American pressure on Israel.
We, the Jewish people, CONTROL AMERICA, and
the Americans KNOW IT.”
“Even if you’ll prove to me by mathematical
means that the present war in Lebanon is a dirty
immoral war, I don’t care.”
“I vow that if I was just an Israeli civilian and I
met a Palestinian I would burn him and I would make
him suffer before killing him.”
“It’s the duty of Israeli leaders to explain to
public opinion, clearly and courageously, a certain
number of facts that are forgotten with time. The
first of these is that there is no Zionism, colonization,
or Jewish State without the eviction of the Arabs and
the expropriation of their lands.”
[END QUOTING]
So, “turning and turning the world goes ’round” while
we just hang on and flit from brass ring to lead pipe and
the game of the week becomes “American Idol” outcome.
The biggest roar coming from the Philippines, however, is
that to offer American Idol in overplay, it usurps the slot
for Hollywood-Beverly Hills, Bold and Beautiful of intrigues
of the rich and infamous. Me too; what the heck! Who
cares about GMA destabilization or Sharon ruling the
world? Not me, gosh no; I want to avoid poverty, cut
tubes for feeding, electric bills too high to allow for any
convenience from slow-pot to fans and/or hot water. I
want to know what the Idles (Idols) are doing in Playland
Park trying to suffer through a day of total corruption,
immoral behaviors (having a baby with a daughter’s
husband and oh yes, it is so) and incest and forgiveness
going the way of all absurdities.
So, turn to the other channel? Wow, have you
checked those old sit-coms defined as something other
than “Soaps”? Have you really LISTENED to the lyrics
of your current SONGS drumming into your children’s
heads? Oh sure, “it gives you a headache”! Oh well…
NO CHANGE OF SUBJECT, JUST FOCUS
The attention call is to what about the U.S. destabilizing
said Philippines and lack of support. The Oh Well comes
with the ongoing clues of what “might” be under full
operation with all stops removed.
Remember, please, that in the DESTABLIZATION by
the U.S.-Israeli game in the Philippines with Ferdinand
Marcos, you had some key players who REMAIN key
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players. In the Philippine mess you have a very, very
active U.S. Senator, Israel Firster Richard Lugar. Ah so,
and HERE HE IS AGAIN!
Philippines Foreign Affairs Secretary Alberto
Romulo is in Washington D.C. meeting with
distinguished Head of U.S. Senate Foreign Relations
Committee.
Wow, and Sen. Lugar promised that he would
“support efforts within the U.S. government to provide
funds for military and civic assistance to the
Philippines”. This, readers, is going to reference $30
million additional help again promised (after taking BACK
$40 million already undelivered) and withdrawn.
But, not to wince yet as the information continues
with full reminders that the U.S. has spent well over
$155 million military assistance to the Philippines’
campaign against terrorists. Of course only the Elite
officials and officers got the money with not even new
boots for the soldiers left to die by the bullets ALSO
SUPPLIED (sold) to the counter-forces (terrorist pods).
Hey, it’s alright for after all perhaps Sen. Lugar will
repeat the infamous “cut and cut clean” edict of Senator
Laxalt to Ferdinand Marcos and lop off GMA’s head at
the shoulders as her “Trouble Box” is bulging at the
seams as her spouse’s activities in the criminal games
get more and more exposed. It is bad enough, in fact,
that today the First Gentleman left the country for a rest
from the assaults—look for him in Canada or Western
U.S. any moment now. Why Canada? Because HE
BOUGHT HIS MISTRESS A BIG, BIG ESTATE
THERE IN CANADA. Never mind Bold and Beautiful.
Oh by the way, Sec. Romulo also spent time with
that gracious sweetheart, Condoleezza Rice, who said
the U.S. is encouraged by the progress being made in
talks the MILF and that he “welcomed her commitment
of continued support for peace and development”.
Now, watch this one: “Romulo also met with Rep.
Darrell Issa (R-California), head of the Congressional
U.S.-Philippines Friendship Caucus, and discussed the
progress that the Philippines had achieved in the fiscal
and economic reforms.” What “reforms”? Is Rep. Issa
nuts or what?
The report continues: “Romulo said Issa expressed his
full support for the Philippine government’s efforts at fiscal
and economic reforms. He believes we are on the right
track and he said he will make sure that our development
efforts are provided with the necessary resources. Issa
stands at the forefront of legislative efforts in the U.S.
Congress, particularly in terms of development funds in the
U.S. budget aimed at promoting Philippine development and
closer RP-U.S. relations.”
It sort-of makes us sad that Issa is also another
name for “Jesus” and what else would he say with so
many Filipino “slaves” working in the U.S.; mostly
illegally?
SO, WHAT MIGHT THE “PLAN” BE?
It is such fun to speculate and, without knowing
WHO might be telling worthy information, we have to
learn to rely on some analysts more than others as often
some “facts” actually seep through the charade of
making a façade appear reasonable.
A few actually work on FACTS noted and
realization is difficult to toss:
I am going to share Alejandro Lichauco’s “analysis”
as presented on the 16th of May. Alejandro is one of the
most respected writers around and can really stir the
boiling pot at Malacanang with every column published
or speech given. So, here they “shoot journalists” and
therefore I won’t comment much more on the person
in point. However, the column is such an “insight” as
to make sure we don’t bypass it.
[QUOTING: Alejandro Lichauco, “ANALYSIS”,
Monday, May 16, 2005, TRIBUNE:]

IS GEORGE W. REALLY DESTABILIZING GMA?
Of course he is, silly. The destabilizing began when
the U.S. ambassador publicly accused the Philippine
judiciary of corruption two years ago. As far back as that
time, the Asian Wall Street Journal had warned George W.
Bush not to identify the U.S. with GMA because she had
lost touch with her people. And now comes the outgoing
ambassador’s parting instructions to the Armed Forces of
the Philippines (AFP): The U.S. wants change—
“peacefully”, of course—which was another way of saying
it’s time for the AFP to withdraw its support from GMA
as the AFP did in Edsa II, which expectedly, as in Edsa
II, would bring about the peaceful collapse of the Arroyo
government. And that, of course, would be constitutional
and peaceful as Edsa II was “constitutional” and
“peaceful”.
There need not be any further display of “people
power” for the AFP to follow the outgoing ambassador’s
instructions. The AFP can do it tomorrow. And they can
do it tomorrow because all the display of people power that
needs be done has already been done. May 1 was the
latest example. And what more display of people power
is needed after Ibon’s survey that “58.5 percent of Pinoys
want Gloria ousted?”
GMA knows that she is being destabilized by the U.S.
government. No less than NLRC CHAIRMAN Roy
Seneres, as a Manila Bulletin story, is that Seneres was
one of those in high places who was invited by the CIA
to the embassy premises presumably to talk about
destabilization.
It could easily have been unfair to Seneres, of course.
For all we know, Seneres was never in the embassy
premises and never talked with any CIA agent inside or
outside the premises, but just the same the incident is
vividly illustrative of GMA’s mindset at the moment. She
sees smoke and while there is smoke, as the cliché goes,
there must be fire.
But back to the outgoing U.S. ambassador’s parting
“instructions” or at least, parting wish.
The U.S. wants—or wishes—this government
changed, period—but just do it peacefully, and that
peaceful change can come about, as Edsa II demonstrated,
by a simple declaration from the AFP chief of staff that
the AFP is withdrawing its support from this government.
The question is: In the event that the AFP declares
withdrawal of support from GMA, what does GMA do
then?
Will she cross the Pasig River, as Erap did?
Or, does she simply stay put in the Palace?
You now, knowing her temperament and character,
she just might do the latter, meaning, simply stay put in
the Palace. “Come and get me,” she will say. “I won’t
cross the Pasig River as that stupid Erap did.”
Well, if she does, the question is HOW does
Malacañang get the food with which to sustain itself?
Because a food blockade is the first thing that will happen.
Again, no need for the people power. The entire
nation—and the world—will simply watch—watch her,
and the entire Palace staff, slowly starve.
But this piece will assume that if GMA has read the
outgoing U.S. ambassador’s message correctly she is
smart enough to consider alternatives and one such
alternative would be simply to abdicate before the AFP
takes on the American ambassador’s instructions and
declares official withdrawal of support from this
government.
Yes, indeed. Why not an official declaration of
abdication?
That need not necessarily mean loss of face for
GMA. In fact, she can emerge a taller figure than what
she is now. She can simply say that events out of her
control have made her a stumbling block in the national
unity which this nation so urgently needs at this time and
that to ensure that unity she is abdicating the throne.
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That, of course, leaves Noli the logical successor but
he is about as unpopular as GMA and he’s smart
enough to know that. So, he can simply abdicate too,
which is what he will likely do, and with his abdication
the entire government will simply have to abdicate.
Who then takes over?
That will depend entirely on the AFP and at this
point it’s anybody’s guess and game.
That’s the Bush plan, as this piece sees it.
[END QUOTING]
***
“Meanwhile, back at the ranch …”, but then, we
will leave that alone today but, for you who worry and
concern about that very topic as well, we are working
diligently with tools we have been given in this school
of higher-learning and we hope to have some modicum
of successful resolution to SOME of the deliberately
orchestrated debasement of the judicial system. We
shall see.
Please, however, realize that our plates are pretty full
and over-dripping the edges. Meanwhile the brain must
take “one” thing at a time and work it in amongst the
myriad of needed attention grabbers. Be kind because
old folks and parents need love too, as the old bumper
stickers read.
Our foremost task is to KNOW PRIORITIES and
act accordingly. This means, of course, that if we keep
the proper realization of those priorities that events will
unfold “properly” in necessary sequence. Making this
project work is topmost for all other things depending
on support—can and shall follow. If we drop the ball
then we can KNOW that those things that could be
solved by succeeding at THIS task, will be lost forever.
It makes it far easier to choose an appropriate and
preferable plan of action.
Ah indeed, if “they” discount GAIA—so be it for
now we have potential of full back-up from the assets
held in the Philippines Central Bank and there are a lot
of Filipinos who are now watching and DEMANDING
their legacy. GOD CERTAINLY WORKS IN VERY
MYSTERIOUS WAYS HIS WONDERS TO
PERFORM. Those “wonders”, however, seem to evolve
at various stages of development in order to coalesce at
the proper time for successful achievement. We just
have to keep our eyes on the balls, so to speak.
What usually happens, however, as the balls get so
tightly glued to the eyelids as to cause temporary
blindness from time to time, to other needs for
attention—and/or—HUMAN LIMITATIONS kick in.
Perfection is NOT ours to be. That is a prerogative
of GOD’s Grace and unique standing but we are always
given the LIGHT toward that perfection and it is
sufficient for our needs at any one experiencing moment.
The slings and arrows bounce off the old bodies ever
so much more easily and quickly than in prior times of
our own experiences. When we “think” we can’t make
it; we do and therein lays TRUTH. Our choices get ever
so much easier as well as wiser in our passage through
“experience”. Relationships ebb and flow and yet we
grow enough to ALLOW that privilege of attachment to
take its own direction while allowing far more
objectivity, priority recognition and yes indeed, better
discernments. We find that the less time we spend
licking our perceived wounds, the more quickly the
actual wound heals over while the pain actually subsides
more and more quickly as we learn to respond
intelligently and expeditiously while not “reacting” in a fit
of tantrum even as perceived by our self-proclaimed
“enemies”.
Some events are more difficult than others but we
keep learning for the ultimate manifest choice is to “live”
or to “die” while neither has meaning in the overall
concept of life or death. What a “trip” this has been and
continues in unfolding.
DJE
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task? Look around and see how we have been
demoralized. Drugs, pornography, rock and roll “music”,
free sex, the family unit all but totally undermined,
lesbianism, homosexuality and finally, the ghastly murder
of millions of innocent babies by their own mothers. Has
there ever been a crime so vile as mass abortion?
With the U.S. spiritually and morally bankrupted, our
industrial base destroyed, throwing 40 million people out
of work, our big cities ghastly cesspools of every
imaginable crime, with a murder rate almost three times
higher than any other country, with 4 million homeless,
BERNARD LEVIN
corruption in government reaching endemic proportions,
Bernard Levin is probably not a name that is well who will gainsay that the United States is ready to collapse
known in the United States. Unlike decadent “pop stars” from within, into the waiting arms of the new Dark Age
or Hollywood’s latest miserable “discovery”, academics One World Government?
seldom, if ever come before the public eye. Of the
“CHRISTIAN” CHURCHES CLUB OF ROME STYLE
hundreds of academics in the United States working under
the Control of the Club of Rome, Levin is worthy of special
The Club of Rome has succeeded in splitting the
mention, if for no reason other than his role in the
undermining of Iran, the PHILIPPINES, South Africa, Christian churches; it has succeeded in building up an army
Nicaragua and SOUTH KOREA. The demise of the Shah of charismatics, fundamentalists and evangelicals who will
of Iran was run to a plan devised by Bernard Levin and fight for a foreign ideology. Many people are puzzled by
Richard Falk, and supervised by Robert Anderson’s Aspen the words. How can these men who preach Christ, be
working against HIM? The answer lies in the fact that
Institute.
Levin was also the author of a work entitled “Time many of these prominent ministers owe their successful
Perspective and Morale”, which is a Club of Rome ministries to other than Christian sources, or to ideologies
publication concerning how to break down the morals of that sometimes even oppose Christianity. According to
nations and individual leaders. Here is an extract of the information I received, there are more than seven such
“Christian” organizations in America. It is not my intention
document:
“One of the main techniques for breaking morale to name them and to be a target of a witch-hunt, as that
through a strategy of terror, consists of exactly this tactic: would not serve any purpose
One very prominent Christian Church was financed by
keep the person hazy as to where he stands and just what
he may expect. In addition, if frequent vacillations the late Armand Hammer, who poured many millions of
between severe disciplinary measures and promise of dollars into the project. The purpose of this seeming
good treatment, together with the spreading of generosity toward a religion he had opposed all of his life
contradictory news, make the structure of the situation is hidden in the Middle East. In addition to building a huge
unclear, then the individual may cease to know whether church in a splendid garden setting, Hammer used his
a particular plan would lead toward, or away from his considerable influence to ensure maximum radio time for
goal. Under these conditions, even those individuals who a listening audience said to number in the millions. While
have definite goals and are ready to take risks, ARE carrying the Christian message, the church employed
PARALYZED BY THE SEVERE INNER CONFLICT IN methods, barely detectable, to get a message across which
favored a group in the Middle East, originally under the
REGARD TO WHAT TO DO.” [Emphasis mine.]
[H: This, of course, is intended toward those who control of MI6.
Informed intelligence circles say that the leadership of
still can have a “physical” option in actions and works
until helplessness enslaves the masses and then it is the Christian right is run by one of the top intelligence
unimportant as to “wishes” for people become very agencies in the United States under the code named
appreciative for just “bein’ alive”. You can relate it “Project Aquarius Group Operation” (PAGO). The
to already having pulled the “feeding tube” and rationale is that the Christian right will be built up with the
everyone on the lower execution rungs is WAITING expectation that eventually anarchy will be resorted to, thus
providing the excuse for a massive crackdown on the
TO DIE.]
This Club of Rome blueprint applies to COUNTRIES right-wing. Can it be that prominent persons working for
as well as to individuals, and in particular, to the Christianity are also working on the opposite side? There
government leaders of those countries. We, in the United may well be a case for such a belief. One should also note
States need not think, “Oh well, this is America, and those that there are a large number of so-called “Christian”
kinds of things just do not happen here.” Let me assure books circulating which have well-hidden messages that in
you that they ARE happening in the United States—perhaps many instances are harmful. These techniques were
more so than in any other country. The manner in which designed by a group of Fabian Socialists in the 1930s under
former President Richard Nixon was forced out of office the guidance of Shaw and Webb.
“Any evangelical who supported the Gulf War and
was typical of Levin methodology. Had Nixon not become
demoralized and confused, and had he stood his ground, NAFTA—both Committee projects—must be looked at as
there was no way that he could have been impeached. to where he or she stands. We cannot, in my opinion,
The Levin-Club of Rome plan is designed to support New World Order-One World Government
demoralize us all, so that in the end we feel we should projects, and still be on the side of Christianity. During the
follow whatever it is that is planned for us. We WILL Gulf War, I received a large amount of mail posing the
follow Club of Rome orders, like sheep. Any seemingly question: “How can you oppose the Gulf War, a just,
strong leader who SUDDENLY appears to “rescue” the Christian war? After all, didn’t Billy Graham pray with
nation, must be regarded with utmost suspicion. George Bush just before the shooting started?” Such
Remember that Khomeini was groomed for years by British letters give an insight into just how well the Tavistock
intelligence, especially during his sojourn in Paris, before Institute has done its homework. This is “inner directional
he suddenly appeared as the savior of Iran. Boris Yeltsin conditioning” at its worst—or best! The government will
is from the same MI6-SIS stable, as is “Kennedy” F.W. use the formidable force it is now building up on the
Christian Right to foster plans for the New World Order.
De Klerk, the arch-betrayer of South Africa.
The Club of Rome feels confident that it has carried It is time to stop and think about how grossly misused the
out its Committee mandate to “soften up” the United Christian Right has become.
[H: Furthermore, didn’t Billy Graham reportedly
States. After 47 years of waging war on the people of this
nation, who will doubt that it has indeed accomplished its “save George Jr.” from his erring ways and into
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Manila, Philippines
RE: BERNARD LEVIN; CHRISTIAN CHURCHES—
TOTALLY ORGANIZED “CRIME”; HUMAN MIND AND
BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION—GCH/d
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
We need to focus briefly on a person called Bernard
Levin and his position in the Club. However, the major
points of interest and mandatory study are surely the ones
regarding “Churches” and most specifically the incredible
relationship and integration of CHRISTIAN CHURCHES.
If I printed this book for publication, as a book, we
would HIGHLIGHT the entire section in some bold or
colored manner. It is so appropriate at this time, this
week, as a Pope is passed and a new PUPPET is installed
with all the hoopla of a King for only the “crown” appears
different.
I refer to the “hoopla of a King” because KNOW, and
stop doubting, “Prince” Benedict XVI is NOT the King—
and NEITHER IS THE GOD OF LIGHT! You have very
HUMAN “Fiddlers on the Roof!”
On the Front page of today’s STAR is a picture of
the Philippine “unelected” VP, Noli de Castro, on his knees
before the new Pope, clutching hands (both of them) and
doing humble BS to the Throne. What has that to do with
Christ or even, for that matter, a supposedly “perfect” man
named “Jesus”?
Benedict said: “Being elected pope was like ‘guillotine’
coming down.”
Oh? That is truly a mouthful of pure TRUTH. He
even petitioned God to “not do this to me!” But, of
course, you know how “god” is, readers; HE JUST DID
IT ANYWAY AND SAID, BASICALLY, “COME ON
BENNY, FOLLOW ME AND GET DEADED IN THE
NAME OF THE CHURCH.”
So he was handed the atrocious crucifix hauled
around by John Paul in order to keep CHRIST firmly
nailed to the crossbeams and hanging like wet laundry and
away we go . . . Benedict knows he is but a farce, a
front if you will, for all the dirty rot come to rest on
ignorant heads waving candles. So, friends, to each
YOUR own!
By the way, for the entourage from the Philippines to
Italy, the FUNDS came from the bankrupt Social Security
account. While the people eat nothing the 200 “to be seen”
characters ate cake, including the head of the Social
Security Agency. How do you like those apples? So be it.
Well, Benedict could have more appropriately used the
reference to the “guillotine” as instead; “Go live in Manila”
for the next headline states: “POLLUTION AFFECTS 98%
OF METRO FOLK” and continuing it reads, “…50% want
to move…”. The Elite, of course, already plan “that
move” and yes indeed, already have property and
arrangements in the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Obviously, the guillotine has already dropped on the
necks of the American people and, actually, on the entire
globe. Oh well, everybody dies and if not timely as is
convenient; pull that old breathing tube—or feeding tube.
Rest easy, people, for you ARE next!
COPY: COMMITTEE OF 300, Dr. John Coleman,
Fourth edition:
CONTINUATION (pg. 34):
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“born-again” status? Open your eyes, readers.]
Those people who chastised me for not supporting the
Gulf War, must wake up and realize that the opinions and
beliefs they expressed in their letters to me, are not their
own, but were created for them by the hundreds of
Committee “think tanks” that dot the American landscape.
In other words, like any other segment of the population
of the United States, the Christian fundamentalists and
evangelicals have been targeted and thoroughly
brainwashed by the Committee. In most cases, it is
occurring without the membership being aware of it.
We, as a nation, are apparently willing to accept our
own demise—and the end of our American way of life—
one that has been the envy of the entire world. Take as
an example of this, our maritime industry, once a mighty
force, of which we were justly proud. The industry played
a key role in making the United States the most prosperous
nation in the world. Those who worked in the maritimeindustry were well paid and could, therefore, contribute
toward continually keeping our economy prosperous. But
with the passage of “tariff and trade” laws, especially
during the Republican Eisenhower administration, our
shipbuilding was deliberately collapsed under pressure by
the Club of Rome.
Our two centuries of maritime dominance were
deliberately passed to foreign nations, thanks to the
Eisenhower administration and Douglas Dillon. Dillon was
a Wall Street banker, of the firm Dillon Reed, whose
members held the highest positions in both Democrat and
Republican administration alike. Dillon blended right in with
either party, and he is proof that it does not matter whom
the voters send to the White House, it is the CFR that calls
the shots.
Dillon, more than any other single servant of the
Committee, damaged our enviable trade position beyond
repair, which the NAFTA is carrying to its final resting
place. Socialist President Clinton is busy burying what is
left of our industrial might, and in this he is being aided by
“Republicans” like Newt Gingrich, who was the pack
leader of the 132 “Republicans” sold out and voted for the
Bush-Clinton NAFTA bill.
Senator Claiborne Pell is its leader, and one of its
members is Frank M. Potter, a one-time staff director of
the house Subcommittee on Energy. Pell’s chief assistant
was C.B. Scott-Jones, a former member of the Office of
Naval Intelligence (ONI), the vast secret intelligence agency
that dwarfs the CIA in personnel, the size of its budget,
and its scope. After leaving the navy, Jones was employed
by the U.S. government-sponsored Defense Nuclear
Agency. Jones will perhaps be best remembered by his
membership in the Rockefeller Foundation. Jones also had
strong ties to the Defense Intelligence Agency and the
American Society for Physical Research.
MIND CONTROL AND BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION
Scott-Jones was also a close associate and collaborator
with John Alexander in mind control and psychotronic
research. While working out of Los Alamos, Alexander
was invited to the former USSR by Dr. Igor Smirnov of
the Moscow Institute of Psychocorrelations. There, he and
Janet Morris, a fellow worker, were instructed by Russian
scientists and doctors at the Russian Department of
Psycho-Correction-Moscow medical Academy, in their
methods of electronic analysis of the human mind, through
which they are able to carry out behavior modifications.
It is hardly surprising to find this kind of research
going on; we have known about it since the early 1960s,
from files of the Tavistock Institute. Brzezinski was so
overcome with excitement by these experiments that he
practically told all in his Technotronic Era. What is
noteworthy and frightening, however, is the extent to
which these mind control experiments have progressed,
until today, they are 100 percent successful in altering and
controlling the human mind.
According to very reliable sources who cannot be

named, and which information I have verified through
other intelligence contacts of mine, the technique of
influencing the human mind and thereby changing
perceptions and even firmly-rooted beliefs and ideas, is as
follows:
“The subject receives subliminal command messages
via so called ‘white noise’ or music, in which the key
words are transmitted. The ‘white noise’ or music does
not travel through the neuro-system, but via bone
conduction. The vehicle used is very low frequency infra
sound (VLFIS). There are no acoustical barriers against
this type of transmission and only Total Body Protection
(TBP) will restrict the message. The subliminal message
by-passes the conscious level and the results are almost
instantaneous.”
Could anything be more chilling or dangerously
sinister?
Here is proof positive on how we can be conditioned
and made to think. Troublesome people who refuse to
accept a One World Government, if they cannot be
“psycho-corrected”, will in all probability end up in a
psychiatric hospital, classed as dangerously schizophrenic.
If there are those who are still of the misguided belief that
this can’t happen in the United States, then consider the
case of Dr. Paul Bennowitz, whose UFO research brought
him into sharp conflict with the authorities at Menzano
Weapons Storage facility near Kirkland Air Force Base in
New Mexico. Bennowitz had accumulated very significant
data about UFOs and UFO-related signals, but a black bag
job and, probably, reverse-psychocorrecting put him in a
psychiatric hospital. I trust after this, there won’t be
anyone who believes that the Club of Rome is JUST
another of those so-called “conspiracy” names.
To return to the Club of Rome: It is not difficult to
find proof of the Club’s grip on United States energy
policies and where “environmentalist” opposition to nuclear
energy is coming from. Perhaps the club’s greatest
success story is its hold over Congress in regard to
nuclear energy, which has had the effect of preventing the
country from entering the 21st century as a strong industrial
nation. The effect of the anti nuclear policy of the Club
of Rome can be measured in terms of silent blast furnaces,
derelict railroad yards, rusting steel mills, shipyards long
since closed down and a valuable trained work force
scattered across the United States, which may never again
be assembled.
Other Club of Rome members in the U.S. are Walter
A. Hahn of the Congressional Research Service, Ann
Cheatham and Douglas Rosa, both senior economists.
Rosa’s task, in his words, was to “translate Club of Rome
perspectives into legislation to help the country get away
from the illusion of plenty”. Ann Cheatham was the
director of an organization called “Congressional Clearing
House For The Future”.
Cheatham’s task was to profile members of Congress
who would be susceptible to astrology and New Age
rhetoric. At one stage she had in excess of 100
Congressmen in her classes. Daily sessions were held in
which a variety of astrological “forecasts” were made,
based on her “occult perceptions”. Besides Congressmen,
other prominent people who attended her sessions were
Michael Walsh, Thornton Bradshaw—a leading member of
the Committee of 300—and David Sternlight, a senior vicepresident of Allstate Insurance Company. That sort of rot
has spread to the White House; Mrs. Nancy Reagan had
her own private stargazer, and her successor, Mrs. Hillary
Clinton, has her very own guru. Thus, has the New Age
of Aquarius come of age in the 1990s.
Some of the more important members of the
Committee of 300, and NATO members, often hold more
than one office. Among the NATO-Club of Rome
membership are found Harland Cleveland, a former U.S.
ambassador to NATO, Joseph Slater, a director of the
Aspen Institute, Donald Lesh, a former staffer in the U.S.
National Security Agency, George McGhee, and Senator
Claiborne Pell to name a few examples.
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It is important that we remember these names, make
a list of them if we wish, so as to recall who they are and
what they stand for, when their names come up in
television programs and news services. Following
intelligence modus vivendi, leaders of the Committee often
appear on television, usually in the most innocent of games.
We ought to be aware that nothing they do is innocent. If
we know who they really are, then we will be ready to
comprehend that what they are doing, or advocating, is
NOT in the best interests of the United States and its
citizens.
The Committee of 300 has planted its agents in the
muscle and sinew of the United States, in its government,
in Congress, in advisory posts around the president, as
ambassadors and as secretaries of state, ever since the
Wilson administration. The Wilson administration might
perhaps have been more accurately called, “the House
administration”, since Wilson was completely under the
control of the international banker’s agent, Colonel Mandel
House.
From time to time the Club of Rome holds gatherings
and conferences which, although they appear under
innocuous titles, seem to be of little threat to our country.
At these meetings, action committees are formed, and each
assigned a specific task and a specific target date by which
time their assignments must be brought to a successful
conclusion. NAFTA was one such project, as was
Clinton’s huge tax increase bill. If nothing else, the
Committee is working to a very specific timetable; but its
plans do, occasionally, suffer a setback or two.
The first Club of Rome conference held in the United
States was called by the Committee in 1969, under the title:
“The Association of the Club of Rome”. Its next meeting
was held in 1970 under the title “Riverdale Center of
Religious Research” and was directed by Thomas Burney.
The Woodlands Conference became an annual event,
following the initial 1971 meeting in Woodlands, near
Houston, Texas.
Also in 1971, at a later date, the Mitchell Energy and
Development Corporation held its energy strategy meeting
for the Club of Rome. The recurring theme: Limit the
Growth of the U.S.A. Then, to crown it all, the First
Global Conference on the Future was held in July of 1980,
attended by 4000 social engineers and members of think
tanks, all of whom were members of, or affiliated with
various institutions operating under Club of Rome umbrella
organizations.
The First Global Conference on the Future had the
blessing of the White House, which held its own
conference based on transcripts provided by the First
Global Conference forum. It was called the “White House
Commission on the 1980’s”, and OFFICIALLY
recommended the policies of the Club of Rome, “as a
guide to future U.S. policies”, and even went as far as to
say that “The United States economy is moving out of the
industrial phase.” This echoed the theme of Sir Peter
Vickers Hall and Zbigniew Brzezinski. It provided dramatic
proof of the control exercised by the Committee over
United States affairs, both domestic and foreign.
As I said in 1981, we are set up, politically, socially
and economically so that we remain locked into the Club
of Rome’s plans. Everything is RIGGED against us. If
we are to survive, then we must first break the
stranglehold the Committee has on our government. In
every election since Calvin Coolidge ran for the White
house, the Committee has been able to plant its agents in
key positions in government, so that it matters not who
gets the White House post. For example, every one of the
candidates who ran for the presidency from the time of
Teddy Roosevelt, was selected—some like to call it “hand
picked”, by the Council on Foreign Relations acting on the
instructions of the RIIA.
Douglas Dillon we have already met. Dillon is a good
example of how NON-ELECTED officials are chosen to
fill key positions, and then controlled by the Committee.
John Foster Dulles and his brother, Allen Dulles, are two
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more examples of this control. The brothers were the
prime agents for the Committee, and between them
controlled the U.S. State Department from 1953 to 1960.
It was the Dulles brothers who appointed Illuminatist
Dillon to his post as Secretary of the Treasury.
Especially in the 1980 election, every candidate for
the highest office in the United States was run by the
CFR. Therefore it was of no consequence to the
conspirators who won the presidential race. Through
such Trojan Horses as the Heritage Foundation and the
CFR, ALL key policy making positions in the new
administrations were filled by CFR nominees, and before
that, since the 1960s, by NATO-Club of Rome “yesmen”, thereby ensuring that key policy decisions bore the
indelible stamp of the Club of Rome and the CFR acting
as the executive arms of the Committee of 300.
Dillon’s main goal was to indoctrinate Congress with
the supposed urgent need for a “global economy”, which
was set in motion by the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) round of negotiations, then in
progress in the Swiss city of Geneva in 1960. It was at
this juncture that Dillon was able to cripple our industrial
machine. As a reward, the GATT 1960 to 1962 round
of talk became known as the Dillon round.
Both the 1984 and 1988 elections followed this long
established pattern, in the most open, brazen, manner.
Secretary of State George Schultz was the perfect choice
of the Committee for the office of Secretary of State,
having always been a creature of Henry Kissinger, the
ruling pecking order-giver for the CFR. Moreover,
Schultz’s position with Bechtel, a key Committee of 300
company of global dimensions, gave him access to
countries that might otherwise have been suspicious of his
Kissinger connections. The Carter administration
accelerated the process of placing top Club of Rome
personnel in key positions. Before Carter was elected,
Hamilton Jordan, his campaign manager, said that if Cyrus
Vance or Brzezinski received appointments in his boss’s
administration, he, Jordan, would resign. They did;
Jordan did not resign.
[END COPY, PT. 7, 1(f), Stop page 42.]
*********
Let us close this off with a reminder that we are
simply having to interrupt as we feel reasonable for the
entire topic is about The Committee of 300 so actually
has no “breaking point” along the way as to identifiable
“chapters”.
The information is MASSIVE and it is impossible to
consider one topic or name less important than another;
it is the whole mass that has brought the world to its
knees.
No, we are NOT going to even make an effort to
“overturn” ANYTHING. It is not our prerogative to
even consider such a thing.
It is incumbent upon us to make an effort to further
offer the information contained herein but it is YOUR
choice to do that which you will WITH IT.
The point of the Earthly experience is to recognize
the two elements in contention which can easily be
defined simply as the confrontation of good vs. non-good.
This is experienced as “goodness” both in acts and
manifest form and format. “Non-good” are the acts of
very MANIFEST PHYSICAL beings experiencing in
that form on the globe as you recognize it to be.
The ultimate “game” is for the capture and holding
of SOULS and it has never been different.
Who does it appear to you is winning?
Do you want to “save” your soul? So be it for it is
your choice and no body hanging on a silver cross or a
wooden branch can nor SHALL DO IT FOR YOU.
The mess on the orb called “Earth” is of no permanent
or infinite circumstance but that SOUL is one heck of a
big consideration.
GCH
dharma

JUNE 1, 2005

What’s Going on in America?
In the opening article of this issue, GCH writes: “Moreover, it is with great interest that I see
the major return of the Phoenix potentials in the very U.S. where WE ARE FORBIDDEN THROUGH
AGREEMENTS from building any enterprises or using this asset we hold.”
What’s going on in America? As the image below (of a full-page ad run in the New York Times)
documents, there appears to be a powerful groundswell of opposition arising against the neo-con
“Israel Firsters”. With God, all things are possible.
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The High Priests of War
Part Nine: ‘Pro-Zionists’
We once again take this opportunity to express
our thanks to author Michael Collins Piper for
permission to serialize his book. Copies of this book
can be obtained through Phoenix Source Distributors
(800-800-5565) and international orders can also be
placed through The Preferred Network (250-2485591). Continuing:
PRO-ZIONIST MEDIA PROMOTES
FUNDAMENTALIST SECT
The truth is that the American media (long favorable
to Israel) has helped advance the cause of the Christian
Right and its “dispensationalist” followers who are so
wedded to the “neo-conservative” cause in America and
with its allies in Israel.
For example, quite notably, Time, the weekly
newsmagazine, published by the AOL-Time Warner
media mega-monopoly, recently emerged as a leading
promoter of the “last days” philosophy of
dispensationalism identified with Christian televangelists
who are allied with the “neo-conservative” ruling clique
inside the Bush administration.
In a lavishly illustrated July 1, 2002 cover story
entitled “The Bible & The Apocalypse—Why more
Americans are reading and talking about the end of the
world,” Time provided thirteen full pages of publicity for
“end times” promoters—in particular, “conservative”
Christian Right evangelist Tim LaHaye, an unlikely hero
for a magazine usually identified as being a voice of the
liberal persuasion.
Why the super-rich plutocrats who dominate AOLTime Warner—including billionaire whiskey baron Edgar
Bronfman, head of the World Jewish Congress—would
use their media clout to promote a particular brand of
Christian theology is a question that many American
Christians who disagree with “dispensationalist” philosophy
began asking.
The thirteen pages in the Bronfman family-dominated
magazine featured 13 different brightly illustrated articles
or sidebars or explanatory material. A great deal of
effort was put into promoting LaHaye:
In the opening paragraph, the lead article trumpeted
LaHaye’s newest book, The Remnant, as “the biggest
book of the summer” and featured a prominently-placed
photo of the book’s cover.
Across the top of various pages through the spread
were such boxed “facts” cited as “36% of those polled
who support Israel say they do so because they believe
in biblical prophecies that Jews must control Israel
before Christ will come again” or “42% say they support
Israel because Jews are God’s chosen people.”
Four full pages in a single article focused specifically
on LaHaye. A large and attractive two-page spread
color photograph of a gesturing LaHaye, taken from
below, making him appear almost towering, was
accompanied by the title, in large letters, “Meet the
Prophet”. A secondary photograph featured a smiling,
casually dressed LaHaye being nuzzled by his attractive
wife and collaborator, Beverly, describing them as a
“power couple” who “share an evangelical zeal”.
In a sidebar to the LaHaye article, Time
enthusiastically provided color photographs of:
• LaHaye’s Left Behind comic-style “graphic novels”,
• Lahaye’s Left Behind board game,
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against Iraq.”
Noting that the Vatican and Catholic leaders in the
United States “have distinguished themselves in recent
months as two of the sharpest critics of possible U.S.
military strikes against Iraq, the Times pointed out that in
the lead-up to the Persian Gulf War of 1991 that “the
pope issued numerous statements questioning the wisdom
of going to war.”
That a self-styled “mainstream” newspaper would
venture so far as to publish such an editorial might strike
some critics as venturing into the arena of religious
bigotry, inasmuch as those who have otherwise dared to
suggest that perhaps “Jewish influence” has been a major
force promoting U.S. involvement in a war against Iraq
have been accused of “stoking the fires of religious
hatred”. However, the Moon newspaper seems to have
no problem with attacking the Catholic Church and its
leadership when they take a policy position differing from
that of Reverend Moon and the pro-Israel contingency
that dictates the overriding “neo-conservative” editorial
policy of The Washington Times.
Moon’s assault on the Vatican came as no surprise
to those who were aware that in its June 1, 2002 issue,
Civilta Cattolica—an influential journal sanctioned by the
Vatican—had fired a shot at the American media for its
obsessive coverage of the Catholic Church sex scandals.
Civilta Cattolica flatly asserted that—at least in part
because the Catholic Church refused to support the
media-promoted war against Saddam in 1991 that the
controllers of the American media had nursed a grudge
against the church. Given that—as the record
indicates—the media’s sudden and intense interest in the
church’s problems did, in fact, explode after Sept. 11, it
is interesting to note that Civilta Cattolica also cited the
aftermath of 9-11 in its dissection of the media’s attacks
on the church.
In fact, Civilta Cattolica suggested that the Catholic
Church’s appeals against “vendettas” against the Arab
and Muslim world in the wake of 9-11 also offended the
media, which has been heavily promoting an anti-Arab
and anti-Muslim agenda, often quoting so-called “experts”
on terrorism and on the Middle East who are—more
often than not—advocates of Israeli policy and often
directly affiliated with Israeli intelligence.
Now, The Washington Times came forward almost
as if to confirm the weight of the Vatican-endorsed
newspaper’s charge.

• The covers of six of LaHaye’s 22 children’s books,
• LaHaye’s Left Behind CDs (which Time advertises to
its readers are audio versions “with some music”; and
• A still photo from the movie sequel to LaHaye’s
original Left Behind film extravaganza. Just so nobody
missed the premiere, Time advised its readers that
LaHaye’s new film would be “due in November”. Few
could be so lucky to get this kind of media attention!
And clearly all of the aforementioned was valuable
publicity that LaHaye would have otherwise had to
spend millions to achieve. But there was more.
In the main article in the series, Time’s editors
spread color photographs—with capsule descriptions—of
ten of LaHaye’s “Left Behind” series of full-length
novels across two pages, including yet a second picture
of LaHaye’s newest novel, The Remnant, which had
already been promoted and pictured in the first
paragraph of the very same article.
Under each picture and capsule description of each
novel, Time generously cited the Biblical scripture on
which each novel is purportedly based and, in large, bold
type, bleated “Copies Sold 7,000,000” (or what- ever the
relevant figure) under the illustration of each of the
books.
Another article asked what was probably the
pertinent question about LaHaye’s dispensationalist
viewpoint (as far as the Bronfman family is concerned):
“Is it good for the Jews?” The answer, it seems, is
“yes”. Although Time noted that some Jewish
theologians are upset by the fact that LaHaye and the
dispensationalists see the “end times” as the period when
Jews must accept Jesus Christ as the messiah, Time left
the critical final judgment to a leading voice of the proIsrael lobby. According to Time: “Yet when a people
feels isolated and under attacks, it will take all the friends
it can get, retorts Abraham Foxman, national director of
the Anti-Defamation League.” Time then quoted
Foxman directly: “I don’t think it’s our business to get
LIEBERMAN FOR PRESIDENT?
at the heart and soul and metaphysics of people as to
why they come to support Israel. Some do it for a
What is of equal (and related) interest to note is that
national-interest point of view, some because of moral
issues, some because of theological issues. We don’t set even as the Times—which is quite influential in
standards or conditions for support.” So the Christian Republican circles—was attacking the Vatican for its
stance on the U.S.-Iraq conflict, the same newspaper
Right is Israel’s right arm.
was giving friendly nods to the Democratic presidential
THE PRO-ZIONIST MEDIA ATTACKS THE VATICAN
aspirations of Sen. Joseph Lieberman, hailing him as the
kind of statesman Americans needed to support precisely
On the reverse side, the major media in America has because of his determination to draw the United States
done much to condemn Christian religious leaders and into a war against Iraq.
factions that raise questions about the neo-conservative
In 2001, in a lead editorial on Aug. 13—entitled “A
War Party and its Christian Right adherents. For Scoop Jackson Democrat”—the Times praised
example, Korean cult leader Sun Myung Moon— Lieberman’s front-line role in the ongoing effort to spark
publisher of the neo-conservative-oriented Washington a U.S. invasion of Iraq. According to the Times:
Times—aimed his newspaper’s fire at the Roman
Catholic Church and Pope John Paul II in the Vatican.
When it comes to understanding the most
Effectively confirming the charge made in 2002 by a
important foreign policy issues of the day—in
Vatican-endorsed newspaper that the major media is
particular, the need to explain to the American public
hostile to the Catholic Church because of its opposition
why President Bush is right to forge ahead with
to U.S. aggression against Iraq, Moon’s newspaper fired
plans to overthrow Iraqi ruler Saddam Hussein—Mr.
an editorial volley against the church for precisely that
Lieberman is providing exactly the right kind of
reason.
leadership.
On January 22, 2003, Moon’s Washington Times
complained that “recent history suggests that a note of
The Times asserted that “It is no exaggeration to
caution is in order when it comes to listening to the say that Mr. Lieberman’s longstanding approach to
Catholic Church’s warnings regarding U.S. military action foreign policy issues is much like the one taken by the
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late Sen. Henry ‘Scoop’ Jackson of Washington during
the Cold War.”
The comparison is probably no coincidence
considering the fact that the real “brains” behind
Jackson’s hawkish (and vehemently pro-Israel) stance
was none other than Richard Perle, now the chief
ideologue among the “neo-conservative” war hawks who
orchestrated the war against Iraq. During Jackson’s
heyday, Perle was Jackson’s chief behind-the-scenes
advisor, steering the otherwise “liberal” Jackson into a
confrontational stance against the then-Soviet Union,
primarily because of the fact that the Kremlin—at that
time—was being accused of being “anti-Zionist”.
The Times’ endorsement of Lieberman recalls the
effusive praise that Rev. Jerry Falwell—another fanatic
supporter of Israel and leading Republican—gave
Lieberman during the 2000 campaign when Lieberman
was Al Gore’s vice presidential running mate.
Although a bizarre figure, the Times’ publisher—
Moon—has long been entangled with hard-line “neoconservative” elements of the American lobby for Israel.
As a consequence, that Moon’s newspaper should
promote Lieberman’s call for war (and his candidacy) at
the same time it was attacking the Vatican for opposing
the war is thus no surprise.
CHRISTIAN CRITICS OF PRO-ZIONIST FANATICISM
On the positive side, it should be noted that there is
a Christian reaction in America against the “end times”
advocates of Israel who are allied with the “neoconservatives”. While there has always been a
mainstream group of Christian fundamentalists who have
loudly and consistently questioned the very concept of
“dispensationalism”, arguing with the pro-Israel advocates
over the idea that the modern-day state of Israel
constitutes the Israel of the Bible—a thesis that they
reject—this group has been largely low-key, fearing the
wrath of the American media which is quick to charge
critics of Israel with “anti-Semitism”.
However, in the Washington, DC area, for many
years, a well-known Christian evangelist named Dale
Crowley, Jr. has regularly broadcast a six-times weekly
radio forum (over WFAX-AM 1220) in which he takes
to task the Israeli lobby, its neo-conservative operatives
and the Christian Right figures with whom the neoconservatives are allied.
Recently Crowley penned an “Open Letter to Jerry
Falwell”, published in the national weekly newspaper,
American Free Press, which harshly condemned Falwell
and his fellow-travelers in the Christian Right for their
support for Israeli aggression against the Palestinian
Muslims and the Palestinian Christians.
A devout Christian in the traditional fundamentalist
mode, Crowley has often faced the wrath of the AntiDefamation League (ADL) of B’nai B’rith for his
outspoken voice, but he remains undaunted.
Yet another Washington, DC area Christian activist,
E. Stanley Rittenhouse, has likewise energetically posed
a challenge to Falwell and the pro-Zionist elements. On
one occasion Rittenhouse organized a picket line outside
Falwell’s church, hoping to convince Falwell’s followers
of the dangers blind alliance to Zionism and Israeli
imperialism pose both to America and to Christian
tradition.
A fascinating book by Rittenhouse, For Fear of the
Jews, is a well-written exposition on the topic that pulls
no punches.
One of the nation’s best known Christian critics of
the evangelical alliance with Zionism is Oregon-based
Rev. Theodore Winston “Ted” Pike who—with his wife
Alynn—has produced several remarkable videos,
including The Other Israel, Why the Mid-East Bleeds,
and Zionism & Christianity: Unholy Alliance, each of
which addresses various aspects of the Middle East crisis

and are highly recommended.
In addition, there is a growing body of other
Christians—who are operating largely independent of
the organized churches—who also reject
dispensationalism and who openly criticize the leading
evangelists such as Falwell, Pat Robertson, Tim
LaHaye and others. These are the so-called
“Preterists” who contend (based on solid historical
fact) that modern-day dispensationalism is hardly
traditional Christian teaching at all and is largely based
on a theory popularized in the early 20th century by one
Cyrus Scofield. The Preterists charge that Scofield’s
dispensationalism was actively promoted and funded by
the Rothschild family of Europe for the very purpose
of advancing the Zionist cause and for fostering a push
for an imperial global order quite similar indeed to the
policies being pursued by the “neo-conservative”
elements in the Bush administration in alliance with the
Christian Right.
Among the more prominent of the Preterists are
such figures as Don K. Preston and John Anderson
who have been producing a wide array of literature and
videos challenging the dispensationalist teachings and
propaganda. Another is Syrian-born Christian scholar
Robert Boody, now a proud citizen of America, who
has been a forthright critic not only of the
dispensationalists but also of the stridently pro-Israel
and anti-Arab tendencies of the American government.
The outreach of the Preterists to many American
Christians is succeeding to the point that the leaders of
the dispensationalist movement—such as Tim
LaHaye—are energetically working to combat this
increasingly influential message.
So it is that while the Christian Right and its
“Likudnik” allies among the neo-conservatives are now
in a position of power, there is a growing rebellion
among the ranks of good American Christians who do
not believe in war and destruction aimed against the
Arab and Muslim world on behalf of Zionist
imperialism under whatever guise it may mask itself.
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THE KRISTOL CONNECTION—YET AGAIN

According to the authors: “Many of the institutes
and think tanks that are important components of the
terrorism industry originated or grew rapidly as part of a
major corporate offensive in the 1970s.”
They point out that one of the key organizers and
fund-raisers—a powerful public relations voice behind this
corporate offensive—was Irving Kristol who “succeeded
in mobilizing a wide array of wealthy individuals, firms
and foundations in the overall funding enterprise.” Kristol,
of course, is the father of William Kristol, the primary
publicist for the ideology of the “neo-conservative”
network.
Using his clout within the ranks of the elite, it was
the senior Kristol who was thus one of the prime movers
behind a growing number of institutions devoting their
resources to the study of “terrorism”—at least as Kristol
and his associates define it.
So the “war against terrorism” was part and parcel of the
neo-conservative long-range view—well before 9-11.
THE ISRAELI CONNECTION—YET AGAIN

In The ‘Terrorism’ Industry, Herman and
O’Sullivan have pointed out the Israeli connections of
some of the more notable institutions known for their
active engagement in analyzing and explaining terrorism:
• The neo-conservative Heritage Foundation “helps
fund and engages in joint activities with institutes in Great
Britain and Israel”.
• The Jewish Institute on National Security Affairs
(JINSA) “was organized and is run by individuals closely
tied to the Israeli lobby and can be regarded as a virtual
agency of the Israeli government”.
• Georgetown University’s Center for Strategic and
International Studies includes such well known “experts”
on terrorism often quoted in the media as Michael
Ledeen, Walter Laquer and Edward Luttwak who “have
had very close relationships with Israel and Mossad”.
• The Institute for Studies in International Terrorism
THE AMERICAN-ISRAELI ‘TERRORISM INDUSTRY’
at the State University of New York, has “extensive
international ties to military police and intelligence
The American media not only promotes the operations as well as the U.S., European, and Israeli right
Christian and Jewish extremist alliance that supports [which] reflect [founder Yonah] Alexander’s own
the “neo-conservative” network, but it also lends its connections”.
considerable clout to efforts by the neo-conservatives
to turn Americans against the Arab and Muslim world. THE MEDIA PROMOTES THE ‘TERRORISM INDUSTRY’
For many years—long before the 9-11 terrorist
With these institutions and others feeding “facts”
attacks—the American media has broadcast fears of
“terrorism” with the message clear: Arabs are about terrorism to the public, the media falls down on the
job, according to Herman and O’Sullivan, by accepting
terrorists, or, at the least, potential terrorists.
In fact, as the record shows, when the media turns without question the information (or is it
to “experts” for information about terrorism, more “disinformation”?) on terrorism that the terrorism industry
often than not they’re turning to sources with close puts forth:
“The terrorism industry produces the Western ‘line’
ties to Israel and its American lobby.
In 1989, Pantheon Books published a little-noticed on terrorism, and selects the appropriately supportive
volume that provides a stark and revealing look at the ‘facts’, and the mass media disseminate these to the
development and growth of what the authors dubbed public. The transmission process is smooth, as the mass
media pass long the manufactured messages without
“the terrorism industry”.
In The “Terrorism” Industry: The Experts and further substantial processing, functioning essentially as
Institutes That Shape Our View of Terror, Professor conduits.
“The U.S. mass media have raised no questions
Edward Herman of the University of Pennsylvania and
his co-author, Gerry O’Sullivan, have provided a about the premises and agenda of the terrorism industry
comprehensive and scholarly overview of the way that and generally fail even to filter out or correct literal error.”
Herman and O’Sullivan cite, as one example, a fourpowerful private special interests (both foreign and
domestic) have worked together with government part series on “counter-terrorism” that appeared in The
agencies in the United States and internationally to New York Times on December 2, 3, 4, and 5, 1984. The
influence the way that the world looks upon the authors point out that the Times relied on Israeli officials
phenomenon of modern-day terrorism. Although the and experts for about 20% of the information disclosed.
authors do not focus exclusively on the role of Israel The balance of those interviewed were largely U.S.
and its American lobby in the “terrorism industry,” it officials and other “experts”, but the authors did not
is very clear from their carefully documented findings indicate whether the U.S. officials and experts included
that Israel does indeed constitute a major player and in the Times report had ties to Israel and its American
lobby.
has, from the very beginning.
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STATE-SPONSORED TERRORISM FOR POLITICAL AIMS
The authors indicate, based upon their findings, that
there is good reason to believe that certain acts of
“terrorism” are, in fact, deliberate provocations created
to advance the agenda of those ostensibly fighting
terrorism. They write:
Agents of the state, and those of private groups
as well, may not only implicate terrorists from within
terrorist organizations, they may urge them to commit
terrorist acts to justify prosecution. They themselves
may carry out terrorist acts—attributed to others—
for propaganda purposes. We believe that these
actions are of great and underestimated importance.
It is not difficult for agents of intelligence
organizations to set off a bomb or even to kill
individuals, or to encourage or hire others to do these
things; then to make a phone call claiming
responsibility on behalf of a Red network or
Palestinian organization. This is an easy way of
creating a desired moral environment, and there is
substantial evidence that states have frequently
engaged in such practices.
The Israeli government carried out a number of
terrorist bombings of U.S. facilities in Cairo in 195556, hoping that these would be attributed to Egyptians
and damage relations between Egypt and the United
States. In the United States, the FBI has long
engaged in agent provocateur actions, urging violence
on penetrated dissident organizations and carrying out
direct acts of violence, then attributed to the
individuals and organizations under attack.
There is much more to the business of “terrorism”
than meets the eye, as Herman and O’Sullivan have
pointed out. For this reason, Americans especially need
to be wary of media reports about “terrorism” and to
carefully consider precisely who is behind such reports.
STEVEN EMERSON—DISINFORMATION SPECIALIST
One particular terrorism “expert” often cited by the
media is worth examining. He is Steven Emerson—
reportedly Jewish, although he will not acknowledge it, at
least publicly—who is frequently featured in the media in
America.
Critics have called him a “fanatic Arab and Muslim
hater”, which he clearly is. One independent journalist,
John Sugg, has summarized Emerson’s activities, pointing
out his Israeli connections:
A closer look at Emerson’s career suggests his
priority is not so much news as it is an unrelenting
attack against Arabs and Muslims ...
Emerson gained prominence in the early 90s.
He published books, wrote articles, produced a
documentary, won awards and was frequently
quoted. The media, Capitol Hill and scholars paid
attention ...
As Emerson’s fame mounted, so did criticism.
Emerson’s book, The Fall of Pan Am 103, was
chastised by The Columbia Journalism Review,
which noted in July 1990 that passages “bear a
striking resemblance, in both substance and style” to
reports in The Post-Standard of Syracuse, N.Y.
Reporters from the Syracuse newspaper told this
writer that they cornered Emerson at an Investigative
Reporters and Editors conference and forced an
apology.
A New York Times review (5/19/91) of his 1991
book Terrorism chided that it was “marred by
factual errors … and by a pervasive anti-Arab and
anti-Palestinian bias”. His 1994 PBS video, Jihad
in America (11/94), was faulted for bigotry and

misrepresentations—veteran reporter Robert
Friedman (The Nation, 5/15/95) accused Emerson of
“creating mass hysteria against American Arabs”.
... “He’s poison,” says investigative author
Seymour Hersh, when asked about how Emerson is
perceived by fellow journalists ...
[Emerson] scored a November 1996 hit in The
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review (11/3/96)—owned by
right-wing Clinton-basher Richard Mellon Scaife, who
also partially funded Jihad in America.
Considering Scaife’s patronage, it is not
surprising that Emerson declared that Muslim
terrorist sympathizers were hanging out at the White
House. Emerson had a similar commentary piece
printed three months earlier in The Wall Street
Journal (8/5/96), one of the writer’s few consistent
major outlets ... As recognition of Emerson’s
liabilities has grown, he has handed his bull-horn to
less controversial fellow travelers. Retired federal
agents Oliver “Buck” Revell and Steve Pomerantz,
who run a security business, showed up echoing
Emersonisms in an October 31 Washington Post
article warning of conspiracies and front
organizations ...
Revell also acknowledges another member of
the fraternity is Yigal Carmon, a right-wing Israeli
intelligence commander who endorsed the use of
torture (Washington Post, 5/4/95), and who has
stayed at Emerson’s Washington apartment on trips
to lobby Congress against Middle East peace
initiatives (The Nation, 5/15/95).
Says Vince Cannistraro, an ABC consultant and
a retired CIA counter-terrorism official, of Emerson’s
allies, Pomerantz, Revell and Carmon: “They’re
Israeli-funded. How do I know that? Because they
tried to recruit me.” Revell denies Cannistraro’s
assertion, but refuses to discuss his group’s finances.
Emerson’s own financing is hazy. He has
received funding from Scaife. Some Emerson critics
suspect Israeli backing. The Jerusalem Post (9/17/
94) has noted that Emerson has “close ties to Israeli
intelligence”.
“He’s carrying the ball for Likud,” says
investigative journalist Robert Parry, referring to
Israel’s right-wing ruling party. Victor Ostrovsky,
who defected from Israel’s Mossad intelligence
agency and has written books disclosing its secrets,
calls Emerson “the horn”—because he trumpets
Mossad claims.
THE ‘GRANDFATHER’ OF ANTI-ARAB FANATICISM
Emerson, however, is not the only widely-touted
media darling reported to be an “expert” on terrorism and
the Arab world. More prominent than Emerson—and
certainly more widely “respected” in the classic sense—
is aging Princeton University Professor Bernard Lewis.
Although Lewis is Jewish and although his son is
active in AIPAC, the lobby for Israel in Washington,
these two details are seldom—if ever—mentioned by the
media which gives Lewis great fanfare and promotes his
books and lectures, including, most particularly, his recent
book, What Went Wrong, a vicious attack on the history
of the Arab and Muslim peoples. In fact, Lewis is very
much a much-heralded voice—however biased—for the
neo-conservative movement.
Delving into what the author describes as “the
warped world of Bernard Lewis”, Anis Shivani has
summarized Lewis’s Arab- and Muslim-hating worldview:
Lewis was the one who originally coined the
odious term, “clash of civilizations”, in his supercilious
Atlantic Monthly article of September 1990, “The
Roots of Muslim Rage”. This article appeared after
the fall of the Berlin Wall and preparatory to
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identifying the new enemy.
In that article, Lewis rejects all the obvious
explanations—failures of American policy, for
instance—and looks for “something deeper” that
“makes every problem insoluble”, without identifying
what that something deeper could be. He dismisses
imperialism as an explanation for “rage” and
“humiliation” suggesting that anti-imperialism has a
[Muslim] religious connotation.
In books like The Arabs in History (1950), The
Emergence of Modern Turkey (1961), Semites
and Anti-Semites (1986), The Jews of Islam (1984),
and Islam and the West (1993) Lewis has
catalogued what he sees as the incurable pathologies
of the Islamic world in its suspended state of
humiliation.
Ironically, Shivani points out that despite his reputation
as a wide- ranging scholar, Lewis’ premise is based on
quite a limited foundation in the first place:
In his new book, Lewis opens his account of
“what went wrong” with the beginning of Ottoman
military setbacks in the sixteenth and later centuries.
Lewis’s interpretation of Islam is heavily
Ottomancentric, hardly dealing with the substance of
South Asian, Southeast Asian, Central Asian,
Persian or North African civilization, and yet he
extrapolates to the whole world of Islam through all
of time.
Noting Lewis’s profound propensity for dismissing all
of the accomplishments and remarkable history of the
Arab and Muslim worlds, Shivani concludes:
This is the template according to which
Americans are being prepared for a final onslaught
against those foolish enough to think that there could
be an alternative to the American model.
All previous Muslim attempts to modernize have
only increased the power of the state to tyrannize;
the conclusion is that we should take away their
power and leave them pauperized.
Despite Lewis’ obvious bias—or perhaps because of
it—Lewis has been a key behind-the-scenes player in
impacting Bush administration policies that led up to the
assault on Iraq. On April 5, 2003 The New York Times
described Lewis’s inflammatory book, What Went
Wrong, as having been a major influence on Bush
administration thinking, particularly that of Vice President
Dick Cheney.
BERNARD LEWIS & THE IMPERIAL DREAM
The Times also revealed that even prior to the 9-11
terrorist attacks Lewis was a key participant in a littleknown study—sponsored by Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld and his deputy, Paul Wolfowitz—that examined
ancient empires, in order “to understand how they maintained their dominance”.
Notably, the Times did not rush to explain to its
American readers why officials of their government—a
regime faced with many internal problems at home
ranging from illiteracy, unemployment, declining
infrastructure, poverty and disease—would be concerned
with the historical day-to-day machinations of ancient
empires.
However, the fact that Lewis was called in to
advise on such a topic indicates the direction in which the
“neo-conservatives” were heading, long before the
seemingly convenient 9-11 tragedy that gave them the
pretext upon which to act.
Lest there be any doubt that Lewis’s point of view
is only one of many points of view considered by the
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Bush administration, note what the Bush administration’s movers behind the most vicious type of racism and
chief “neo-conservative” imperialist ideologue, Paul religious hatred imaginable, nor will the major media
Wolfowitz said admiringly of Lewis via satellite during a ever reveal that, at least not in America.
tribute to Lewis held in Israel:
THE STRANGE CASE OF JARED TAYLOR
Bernard Lewis has brilliantly placed the
On a far lower level and on assuredly a less
relationships and the issues of the Middle East into
widely-publicized scale, certain elements have joined
their larger context, with truly objective, original—and
the ranks of the “neo-conservative” elite in promoting
always independent—thought. Bernard has taught
anti-Arab and anti-Muslim hatred.
[us] how to understand the complex and important
While many Americans of the so-called “extreme
history of the Middle East and use it to guide us
right”—not to be confused with the “neowhere we will go next to build a better world for
conservative” movement surrounding Richard Perle
generations.
and William Kristol and their allies such as Steven
Lamis Andoni, a veteran journalist who has covered Emerson and Bernard Lewis—are strongly anti-Zionist
the Middle East for some 20 years for a wide variety of or outright anti-Jewish, there are a handful of other sopublications, has provided a particularly valuable overview called “rightist” organizations that share the antiof Lewis’s career as an advocate for the new Muslim and anti-Arab fanaticism of the Jewish neoimperialism. Ms. Andoni noted that “Lewis has not only conservatives.
For example, there is one rather prominent
provided historical justification for Washington’s ‘war on
terror’, but has also emerged as chief ideologue for the individual who—while often described by the media as
re-colonization of the Arab world through an American a “racist”—has nonetheless actively avoided
invasion of Iraq.” Ms. Andoni encapsulates Lewis’s criticizing Israel and who is an outspoken enemy of
dubious contribution to international friendship and Arab and Muslim immigrants into America. His name
is Jared Taylor.
cooperation:
Editor of a publication known as American
Renaissance, Jared Taylor is widely believed by many
Lewis’s work, especially his book What Went
of his critics to be an asset of the CIA.
Wrong: Western Impact and Middle Eastern
Critics note not only that he is a graduate of Yale,
Response, has been a major source in what is
a long-time CIA recruiting ground, but that he has been
practically a manifesto for advocates of U.S. military
active and successful in business and finance in the
intervention towards “establishing democracy in the
Far East. In addition, a book Taylor wrote—Paved
Middle East”. By declaring that the peoples of the
With Good Intentions—alleging that black Americans
Middle East, meaning Arabs and Iranians, have
are inferior to whites, was praised in Commentary, the
failed to catch up with modernity and have fallen into
neo-conservative voice of the American Jewish
“a downward spiral of hatred and rage”, Lewis has
Committee, edited by Norman Podhoretz who, himself,
at once exonerated American imperial policies and
was connected to CIA-financed activities as far back
provided a moral imperative for President George W.
as the 1950s.
Bush’s “preemptive strikes” and “regime change”
So Taylor’s connections to the “neo-conservative”
doctrines.
network and the New York elite are firm indeed.
In fact, Lewis, according to published reports and
And considering the impact that Taylor has in
his own statements, has been involved in lobbying,
certain American “right wing” circles that are
shaping and promoting the Bush Administration’s
seemingly independent of the “neo-conservative”
most hawkish policies in support of Israel against the
elite—such as a so-called “Council of Conservative
Palestinians, and for the aggressive use of American
Citizens” of which he is director—it is clear that
military force in the region.
Taylor’s voice is being heard and having an impact.
His influence is not merely a result of his
At one juncture, Taylor’s Council of Conservative
academic stature and prolific writings on Islam, rather
Citizens featured an item attacking “Dirty Rotten
it is primarily a function of his membership in an
Arabs and Muslims” on its website. The record
alliance of neo-conservatives and hard-line Zionists
shows Taylor has a long history of attacking Arabs and
who have come to assume key posts in the Bush
Muslims. As far back as November 1993—nearly a
administration.
decade ago, long before the widespread anti-Muslim
On February 19, [1998], representatives of the
tendencies in America, stoked by the major broadcast
alliance, including Lewis, [future U.S. Defense
media, particularly in the wake of the 9-11-2001
Secretary Donald] Rumsfeld [and his future Deputy
terrorist attacks, Taylor’s American Renaissance
Defense Secretary, Paul] Wolfowitz and others,
magazine featured an article entitled “The Rise of
signed a letter urging President Bill Clinton to launch
Islam in America”, which asserted that “Islam lies at
a military offensive, which would have included
a dangerous intersection between race and
blanket bombings, to destroy the Iraqi regime.
immigration,” and which declared:
Lewis provides “a scholarly” cover for a lobby
that has been openly advocating the reshaping of the
Islam, in its various forms, lies at the
regional map to eliminate “the Arab threat to Israel”.
intersection of America’s two most dogma-laden
Furthermore, Lewis considers Israel and Turkey the
and self-destructive policies: immigration and race
only real nation states in the region and has been
relations. It was the purest idiocy to have
forecasting the demise and the disintegration of Arab
imported crowds of swarthy fanatics who are
states since the Gulf War. Lewis, who worked for
prepared to kill each other—and us—over obscure
British intelligence during World War II, not only has
conflicts in the Levant. Had no one noticed that
considerable nostalgia for bygone days, but has put
Middle Easterners fight out their unsettled feuds
himself solidly in the service of the new American
not only in their own countries but in Europe as
empire, hoping it will pick up where the British and
well? To have imported fanatics who worship the
the French left off.
same god as the Black Muslims was idiocy on
stilts.
The average American who sees one such as
Bernard Lewis promoted in the broadcast media has no
A Muslim-bashing hate festival sponsored by
idea that this “kindly old gentleman”—who looks like
somebody’s grandfather—is, in fact, one of the prime Taylor in the Washington, D.C. area over the Feb. 22,
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2002 weekend set off alarm bells about Taylor’s
covert agenda. American Free Press, based in
Washington, D.C., reported as follows:
Had you walked into Jared Taylor’s recent
American Renaissance conference, you might
have thought you were at a pro-Israel rally: the
anti-Muslim rhetoric was that pervasive. Taylor’s
self-styled “uptown” approach echoes the ongoing
Israeli propaganda theme that the Islamic religion
is the root cause of the Sept. 11 tragedy—not the
pro-Israel U.S. Middle East policy.
One who attended the meeting—young Bill
White—described Taylor’s meeting at his
(White’s) overthrow.com website. While finding
the event interesting, White—an outspoken antiZionist—says what disturbed him the most was
“the decided anti-Black and anti-Muslim tilt of the
conference”.
The “entire focus”, said White, “was on Islam
and blacks and how bad and threatening they are,
with nary a word about Jews and their influence
in politics. All of the speakers either didn’t
address the Zionist-Israeli issue, or did so in philoSemitic, flattering, untrue and ridiculous terms.”
Every speaker at Taylor’s conference except one
was anti-black and anti-Muslim, according to
White.
Perhaps in keeping with his decidedly anti-Muslim
stance, Taylor previously featured a hard-line proZionist New York-based Rabbi, Meyer Schiller, as the
keynote speaker at a previous conference.
The Forward newspaper, a prominent American
Jewish publication, has said that Schiller reports that his
influence with Taylor has helped bring about positive
feelings for the American Jewish cause on Taylor’s
part, and thereby helped stimulate other Americans
who follow Taylor’s teachings to think likewise.
Although—after being widely criticized by many of
his associates—Taylor has since made some motions
to suggest that U.S. policy toward Israel and the Arab
world may have stimulated the 9-11 terrorist attacks,
Taylor does not relent in his attacks on Muslim
immigrants, effectively playing into the hands of the
Zionist cause.
Ironically, although Taylor has spent a great deal
of energy in Muslim-bashing, his closest friend and
long-time political fellow-traveler, one Mark Weber,
has assiduously courted the Muslim world while
posturing as an “anti-Zionist”, causing some persons to
wonder just what the Taylor-Weber agenda really may
be.
Weber is best known today as one of a small
group who—working under the direction of a known
long-time CIA operative Andrew E. Allen—
orchestrated the destruction of The Spotlight
newspaper, in its time the one independent American
newspaper that regularly and forcefully raised
questions about the imbalanced U.S. policy toward
Israel and the Arab and Muslim worlds.
Taylor and his ilk are thus part and parcel of a
malicious and wide-ranging effort to defame the Arab
and Muslim peoples, and the truth is that their impact is
being felt at a critical time when the Zionist lobby finds
it vital to have its “agents” inside even the smallest—but
still mildly influential—groups in America.
Individuals such as these use their outreach
(however minimal it may be) to bend Americans and
others in the West in favor of Israel through attacks
on Arabs and Muslims, and this proves critical to
Israel’s imperial goals, in league with the neoconservative manipulators now dominating American
foreign policy.
[END PART NINE]
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World News Insights
In recent issues we have highlighted a rift which
ISRAELI SECRET FORCES ASSIST IN UZBEKISTAN
MASSACRES, ENRAGE MUSLIM WORLD BY LIES
appears to be developing between Israel and the U.S. (or
between the neo-cons and elements of the U.S. command ABOUT AMERICAN FORCES DESECRATING KORAN,
U.S. PRESIDENT EXPELS ISRAELI AMBASSADOR
structure). It has been interesting, for instance, observing
By Sorcha Faal, <WhatDoesItMean.com>, 5/16/05
the FBI doing its job with regard to the AIPAC situation.
In light of the foregoing—and the articles immediately
Russian Intelligence Sources are reporting today the
following—a visit by “Poppy” to Moscow merits attention.
fury of the United States towards the Israeli War Criminal
[QUOTING:]
Sharon because of a Mossad Operation to instill turmoil in
GEORGE BUSH SR.
the Muslim world by claiming that U.S. Military Forces had
TO PAY PRIVATE VISIT TO RUSSIA
desecrated the Holy Book Koran. To such anger in the
RIA Novosti, 5/20/05
Muslim World this operation has caused we can read as
reported by the Reuters News Service in their article titled
MOSCOW—U.S. ex-president George Bush Sr. is to “Afghan clerics threaten Muslim holy war over Koran” and
pay a private visit to Moscow next week, Pavel which says;
Palazhchenko, an aide to ex-president of the Soviet Union
“A group of Afghan Muslim clerics threatened on
Mikhail Gorbachev told RIA Novosti.
Sunday to call for a holy war against the United States if
Mikhail Gorbachev proposed organizing two joint it fails to hand over in three days military interrogators
events on Monday, including a meeting with scholars and reported to have desecrated the Koran. The warning came
students of the Moscow State Institute of International after 16 Afghans were killed and more than 100 hurt last
Relations (MGIMO)....
week in the worst anti-U.S. protests across the country
Palazhchenko did not give any details on the schedule since U.S. forces invaded in 2001 to oust the Taliban for
of Bush’s visit because the Gorbachev Fund was not the sheltering Osama bin Laden and his al Qaeda network.”
official inviting side.
The Israeli owned magazine, Newsweek, working with
The U.S. embassy in Moscow told RIA Novosti that the Mossad, had fabricated the story of American Military
George Bush Sr. was to pay a private visit and did not plan forces desecrating the Muslim Holy Book, but is now
any public events...
retracting their fabrications, and as we can read as
[END QUOTING]
reported by the Chicago Tribune News Service in their
Next . . . Russia and the U.S. in joint wargames? article titled “Newsweek editor apologizes; Koran report
Wouldn’t it be a different world if the U.S. would inaccurate” and which says;
cooperate with the Alliance instead of being nothing more
“Newsweek apologized Sunday for an inaccurate report
than Israel’s attack dog?
on the treatment of detainees that triggered several days of
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
rioting in Afghanistan and other countries in which at least
15 people died. Editor Mark Whitaker expressed regret
RUSSIA, U.S. START JOINT WARGAMES
over the item in the magazine’s ‘Periscope’ section, saying
IN RUSSIA, GERMANY
it was based on a confidential source—a ‘senior U.S.
MosNews, 5/23/05
government official’—who now says he is not sure
whether the story is true.”
139 U.S. military servicemen will take part in U.S.Not known to these Westerners is how controlled by
Russian joint wargames that start on Monday, RIA the criminal Mossad Organization their media organs are,
Novosti reports. Together with 137 Russians they will including this Newsweek Magazine which is owned by the
rehearse a UN-sanctioned defensive operation against a dreaded Israeli Kaplan Diamond Merchants who have
third country.
spread much misery around the world being financed by
Torgau-2005, 10 days of wargames named after the their control of the world’s diamond markets.
German city of Torgau, where Soviet and American
Upon learning of this latest criminal action by the
soldiers met in the last days of WW II, opened in Moscow Mossad, under the orders of their War Criminal Leader
on Monday.
Sharon, President Putin ordered FSB Forces to eradicate
“This is the second time we have held joint Torgau all Kaplan interests in Russia’s diamond industries, and as
wargames, but this year for the first time the servicemen we can read as reported by the Associated Press News
of the two armies are going to train together, rehearsing Service in their article titled “Russia’s Alrosa in theft probe”
a rebuff of an attack by a third country,” Commander in and which says;
Chief of Russia’s Ground Forces Colonel-General Alexei
“An investigation has been opened into the alleged
Maslov said.
embezzlement of U.S.$5m from the world’s second largest
“American soldiers are going to get acquainted with producer of rough diamonds, Alrosa, Moscow prosecutors
Russian military equipment in the town of Solnechnogorsk said on Saturday. The case, opened on Friday, concerns
near Moscow, while Russian soldiers will study U.S. the misappropriation of property worth more than 153
equipment at a German-based U.S. military centre,” he million rubles ($5.8m), said Sergei Marchenko, a
was quoted by RIA Novosti as saying.
spokesperson for the Moscow prosecutor’s office. He
The event is really important for the servicemen of said that the investigation would include a full probe into
both armies, the U.S. head of the wargames General David the finances and business activities of Alrosa.”
Zabeki told journalists.
The United States President’s actions were equally
“Both the Russian and U.S. armies have their methods. swift with his ordering the Israeli Ambassador to
We may have to cooperate on a different level in immediately leave America, and as we can read as reported
future, this is why we should have better by the Al Jazeera News Service in their article titled
compatibility, and know each other’s methods,” he was “Israel withdraws its ambassador to the U.S.” and which
quoted by RIA Novosti as saying...
says, “Locked in a battle of wills with his ambassador to
[END QUOTING]
the U.S., Danny Ayalon, Foreign Minister Silvan Shalom
“Sorcha Faal” (pseudonym, no doubt) also references has decided [to] recall Ayalon immediately after the current
a U.S.-Israeli split while highlighting Mossad involvement investigation by the Civil Service Commission, public radio
in the Uzbekistan massacres.
reported on Monday.”
[QUOTING:]
As always too we can see how the United States
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Military Leaders are keeping the direness of their Secret
War with Israel from their own citizens, as at the same
time they are launching many covert actions against the
War Criminal Sharon’s Mossad, even to the point of Israel
warning its Embassy’s [sic] around the world to be on the
‘look out’ for American SSB Forces after these secret
American Forces had tried to penetrate the Israeli Embassy
in Uzbekistan to try to stop the Israeli ordered massacre
that then followed, and as we can read as reported by the
Hindu News Service in their article titled “Israel raises alert
level at embassies around the world” and which says,
“Israel today raised the level of alert at its embassies
around the world, Foreign Minister Silvan Shalom said,
after security guards shot dead a man carrying a fake bomb
outside the Israeli Embassy in Tashkent, Uzbekistan.
Shalom told Israel Radio that the high alert—entailing
stepped up patrols at each embassy—was in place until
further notice. ‘There are many groups always trying to
attack Israeli missions ... We have to always be prepared,’
Shalom said. ‘The alert will be continued as long as the
situation warrants it.’ Also, the Foreign Ministry cancelled
a trade delegation of Israeli businessmen to Uzbekistan,
fearing for their safety, Shalom said.”
But not a ‘trade delegation’ of Israelis were stopped
from entering Uzbekistan, but rather more of their Special
Forces seeking to join their counterparts in the massacring
of many peoples were they. Long has it been known that
the Israelis have been supporting the tyrannical government
of Uzbekistan since being requested to do so, and as we
can read from International Policy Institute for CounterTerrorism’s September 3,2000 report titled “Uzbekistan
Seeks Israeli Cooperation in Counter-Terrorism” and which
says,
“The government of Uzbekistan has requested Israeli
assistance in countering terrorism on the part of Islamist
extremist groups. The Hebrew language daily Ha’aretz
reported on Sunday that Uzbekistan requested counterterrorism equipment and training for its security forces.
The paper reported that the Israeli government was inclined
to respond favorably to the Uzbeki request. Uzbeki
president Islam Karimov visited Israel two years ago and
the two countries maintain good relations. Prime Minister
Ehud Barak is scheduled to meet Karimov at the UN
millennium summit this week.”
Today’s news from this troubled region shows the
true extent of the ‘cooperation’ and ‘good relations’
between Israel and Uzbekistan, and as we can read as
reported by the Australian ABC News Service in their
article titled “Violent military crackdown in Uzbekistan”
and which says;
“Authorities in Uzbekistan have sealed off part of the
eastern city of Andijon, where troops fired on a crowd of
demonstrators killing as many as 500 people. Thousands
of Uzbeks are now trying to leave the country, massing on
the neighbouring Kyrgyzstan border. The Uzbekistan
Government claims to have the situation under control, but
some observers are predicting more widespread instability
in the former Soviet state. There are also calls for the
United States to rein in its central Asian ally.”
But as the world well knows, not to the United States
belongs the power to ‘rein in’ any country, but rather to
the War Criminal Sharon alone belongs this power, and as
we had quoted him in our previous report titled “CounterCoup Begins in United States as Israel Launches Economic
Attack against America and Closes Its Borders” as saying;
“Don’t worry about American pressure on Israel.
We, the Jewish people, control America, and the
Americans know it.”
Today the Counter-Coup among the power elites in the
United States continues, but to either end it makes no
difference as global war is assured. What remains to be
known at this time is if this global war will be between the
world and Israel, or the United States and Israel against the
world.
To the Western peoples themselves they remain
blinded and deluded to all of these things, like children they
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sleep and dream of peaceful things while the ravages of
war gather at their very doorstep, they do nothing to
prepare themselves for survival.
[END QUOTING]
Another South American country has “had it” with the
IMF/WB roadmap to enslavement. No doubt the new
president of Ecuador will find some support from the
leaders of Brazil, Venezuela, Argentina and other Alliance
members in the region.
[QUOTING:]
ECUADORIAN PRESIDENT SAYS ‘NO MAS’
TO GLOBALISTS
By Fred Lingel, American Free Press, 5/30/05
First there was Hugo Chavez, the left-wing populist,
pro-Cuban leader of oil-rich Venezuela who became a target
of the Bush administration.
Now some are asking if the leader of Ecuador, another
petroleum-rich nation, could be next on the White House’s
list.
The focus on Ecuador began last month with the
over-throw of President Lucio Gutierrez, a friend of the
White House. Gutierrez was quickly replaced with his vice
president, Alfredo Palacio, a cardiologist by profession.
Known as a conservative, Palacio recently shocked
Washington, the World Bank, the IMF and Ecuadorian oil
oligarchs based in the United States, by installing a
leftward-leaning economics minister, Rafael Corea, and
warning that a fixed portion of the country’s oil revenues
would be diverted from paying international debts to create
programs to benefit people there.
Corea quickly made it clear that he was unhappy with
previous free trade pacts with the United States and with
the dollar as his country’s currency. He hinted that future
trade talks with the United States would not necessarily
take the route chosen by the deposed president, Gutierrez.
Corea also expressed concern about the debt repayment
deals the former president and others before him had
negotiated with the IMF.
Those statements sent shudders through the corridors
of power in Washington and in the offices of the
international bankers who traditionally hold many countries
to ransom through scheduled debt repayments and
quarterly economic reviews.
At the White House, Dick Cheney who has managed
the Bush administration’s energy policy, was said to be
concerned that the United States was about to have another
Venezuela on its hands—another Chavez on its doorstep.
Chavez has not only angered the United States but has
become the poster boy for anti-U.S. feeling in Latin
America by using his country’s power as the world’s fifthlargest oil producer to thumb his nose at Washington.
Chavez has also drawn other countries into a Marxistaligned economic pact while at the same time negotiating
oil and other deals with Russia, China and France. Chavez
has also made no secret of his admiration for Fidel Castro.
In Ecuador, Palacio detected panic in the international
markets and moved quickly to allay fears, especially in
Washington, by assuring everyone that Ecuador would not
default on its debts.
Nonetheless, change is likely in a country that sits on
massive oil and gas reserves while it pays out a huge
percentage of its oil revenues to banks.
Quite simply, Ecuador is owned not by Ecuadorians
but by others, including oil oligarchs who fled the country
years ago, and by the IMF and World Bank. Last but not
least, the Inter-American Development Bank has its own
economic stranglehold on Ecuador.
Recently the British Guardian newspaper journalist,
Greg Palast, armed with a camera and World Bank
documents, visited the new Ecuadorian president.
Palast wrote that he wanted to tell the Ecuadorian
people they were rich but the World Bank documents in
his possession confirmed that the country was mortgaged
to the hilt with having to pay 70 percent of its oil revenues

to foreign bondholders.
Off camera, in the presidential palace, when Palast
confronted Palacio with the World Bank documents and its
list of massive bond holdings, Palacio remarked: “We don’t
know who these guys are, and that’s terrible.”
[END QUOTING]
In the Philippines, there is ongoing evidence to
indicate Ms. Arroyo is happy to cozy up to China.
(Readers might recall that China has been given oil and
gas exploration rights in the Philippines.)
[QUOTING:]
RP & CHINA SIGN 2 PACTS ON DEFENSE,
SECURITY COOPERATION
By Aris R. Ilagan, Manila Bulletin, 5/23/05
Defense officials of the Republic of the Philippines and
People’s Republic of China signed yesterday two major
agreements on defense and security cooperation that
marked a milestone in the long-standing bilateral relations
of the two nations.
Gen. Xiong Guangkai, defense vice minister of China
and his Philippine counterpart, Defense Undersecretary
Antonio Santos, led the signing ceremonies for the first
RP-PROC Annual Defense and Security Dialogue in
Manila.
In the same meeting, Guangkai and Santos also signed
an agreement for the delivery to the Armed Forces of the
Philippines of R80 million worth of engineering equipment
from China.
Santos said the modern engineering equipment will be
assigned to the 51st Engineering Brigade of the Philippine
Army that is directly involved in several infrastructure
projects of the government, particularly those in far- flung
areas in the countryside that were formerly threatened by
either communist and secessionist rebellions.
Defense Secretary Avelino Cruz Jr. and acting Armed
Forces chief of staff Rear Admiral Ariston de los Reyes
acted as witnesses during the signing ceremonies at the
Department of National Defense (DND) in Camp
Aguinaldo, Quezon City.
Included in the signing were the terms of reference,
which will provide the framework for the conduct of the
annual dialogue initially agreed upon during the visit of
Cruz to Beijing, China, last November.
Cruz’s visit was immediately followed by a reciprocal
visit of Chinese President Hu Jintao to the country last April
26.
General Guangkai, also the deputy chief of the General
Staff of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) of China, said
the annual dialogue on defense and security will build a
long-term and strategic cooperation between the two
nations.
“In the series of dialogues, we will share our views
and perceptions, as well as security assessment in the
region,” Guangkai said, as related by a Chinese interpreter.
Guangkai also said both panels are eyeing the conduct
of a joint training in maritime and border patrol operations
to protect their respective territorial waters.
With the conduct of the RP-China annual dialogue on
defense and security, both panels were optimistic that they
will come up with joint military training exercises aimed at
improving their capability not only against external
aggression but also against “non-traditional threats”.
Guangkai also said that the Chinese military is interested
in improving its search and rescue skills that will be made
possible through combined training activities.
The Chinese defense official also expressed gratitude
to the Philippine government for strictly observing the
“one-China” policy as it tends to keep its hands off issues
affecting Taiwan and China. It will be recalled that during
the Ramos administration, the AFP acquired dump trucks
from China for use by the AFP engineer brigades.
[END QUOTING]
Indonesia also seems to have laid out the welcome mat
for China, as the following article documents.
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[QUOTING:]
NEW CHINESE SUBMARINE BASE IN INDONESIA
<IndiaDefence.com>, 5/14/05

Deepening its “strings of pearls” strategy of acquiring
bases and cultivating ties from the Middle East to Southern
China, China is now planning a submarine facility on one
of the Indonesian islands close to the Malacca Straits, and
Australia has protested this.
Diplomatic sources said that China ostensibly wants to
protect the sealanes of communication in the Indian Ocean,
especially the transit of oil tankers from the Persian Gulf,
but it is also seen as a measure to preempt a U.S. blockade
of China’s energy sources in the event of a war with
Taiwan.
In January, The Washington Times published an
internal report for U.S. defence secretary Donald Rumsfeld
in which the “strings of pearl” strategy was posited, and
the key under-construction Chinese bases that were
identified were Gwadar in Pakistan, and facilities in
Bangladesh, Myanmar, Cambodia, Thailand, and the South
China Sea generally, but Indonesia is a new addition.
The Pentagon report said, “China is building strategic
relationships along the sealanes from the Middle East to the
South China Sea in ways that suggest defensive and
offensive positioning to protect China’s energy interests,
but also to serve broad security objectives.”
The report added that “China … is looking not only
to build a blue-water navy to control the sealanes, but also
to develop undersea mines and missile capabilities to deter
the potential disruption of its energy supplies from potential
threats, including the U.S. Navy, especially in the case of
a conflict with Taiwan.”
“The Iraq War, in particular,” said the report, “revived
concerns over the impact of a disturbance in Middle East
supplies or a U.S. naval blockade,” adding that Chinese
military leaders wanted an ocean-going navy and “undersea
retaliatory capability to protect the sealanes”.
As a direct consequence of such thinking, China will
mass the Indian Ocean with attack submarines, and
sources do not rule out deployment of nuclear submarines
as well.
Because of anomalies in GPS data immediately
available to undersea submarines, diplomatic sources
warned that there would be a growing number of Chinese
territorial violations in respect of India, and Australia has
already objected to the upcoming Chinese facility in
Indonesia.
[END QUOTING]
Our final article for review could be placed in the
category of “Lemuria Rising”.
[QUOTING:]
EARTHQUAKE PUSHES UP CLUSTER OF 10 NEW
ISLANDS NEAR SUMATRA
The Asahi Shimbun, 5/28/05
The March earthquake that struck near Nias island off
Sumatra was so powerful that it created about 10 new
islands, Japan’s Geographical Survey Institute said.
Researchers, led by Mikio Tobita, spotted the new
islets on images taken by the European Space Agency’s
Envisat satellite, GSI officials said earlier this month.
The March 28 temblor had a magnitude of 8.7, but
unlike the Dec. 26 quake off Sumatra, it did not trigger
killer tsunami.
GSI researchers said they compared images taken in
February with those from April. They found the seabed
near the northwestern coast of Nias island upheaved about
2 meters due to crustal movements caused by the quake.
This created about 10 new islands ranging in length
from 100 meters to 1.5 kilometers, they said.
The quake also pushed the northwestern coastline out
to sea by up to 1 km, they said.
[END QUOTING]
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Public Notice
In meeting the requirements for sufficient public notice, this is the second of three publications of this notice.
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Phoenix Source Online:

Fortress-Like Shelter
Or House Of Cards?

www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com
- all published Phoenix Journals
- CONTACT back-issues

Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #7:
Checklist for Adherence to Corporate Formalities
Proper operation of a corporation can make the difference between having a fortress-like shelter
or a precariously balanced “house of cards”. If you are operating a Nevada corporation, you might
want to review this checklist to determine for yourself which you are building:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read and understand the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws and act in conformance with them.
Read the governing law for the corporation: Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS), Chapter 78.
Include reports of officers and committees in the corporate records.
Record all major decisions of Directors in corporate resolutions or meeting minutes.
Document contracts, even (perhaps especially) verbal ones, within the corporate records.
Correctly handle and document corporate loans, making interest payments as required.
Properly maintain the corporation’s books and accounting records.
Whenever signing on behalf of the corporation, indicate title; do not sign personally or you may forego
the inherent liability protection normally afforded by Nevada’s statutes.

Additionally, if stock is issued:
• Hold annual meetings of stockholders.
• All actions of stockholders must be done by vote and duly recorded.
• Give proper notice or use appropriate waiver of notice (usually specified in the Bylaws) for stockholders’
meetings.
• Elect directors as necessary and conduct other business in appropriate meetings, duly recorded.
• Hold regular meetings of the Board of Directors, at least annually.
• Give proper notice or use appropriate waiver of notice (usually specified in the Bylaws) for directors’
meetings.
• Elect officers and conduct other business in the manner specified in the Articles of Incorporation and
the corporation’s Bylaws.
• Record proper minutes of such meetings.
• Maintain the stock ledger properly.
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You do NOT want to go back to dark ages—
you want to grow and become informed and
enlightened and YES, it CAN be accomplished
for you are on the very threshold of ability to bring
about changes beyond your expectations no matter
how great might be your expectations.
—GCH, 5/27/05

